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&rourro* Please read this instruction manual before using the instrument.

the Righton Retinomax K-plus 3.This instruction manual is intended for users of

It includes instructions on how to use the instrument, safety handling precautions,

and specifications.
These instruments conform to the Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) as well as

the standards of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).

Before using the instrument be sure to read the instructions carefully, and fuily
understand the operation procedures and safety instructions to ensure correct

usage. Also, please keep this manual near the main unit so that you can refer to
it whenever necessary.

If you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact the dealer

from whon you purchased the instrument.

o No part of this manual may be reproduced or transmitted without permission.

o The inforrnatlon in this manual is subject to change wlthout prior notice.
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lHandling Precautions -- Please first read for safety purposes.

Caution Symbols Used in This Manual )
Righton products are manufactured with full attention to safety. However, these

instruments can cause personal injury or equipment danage if used improperly or if
the instructions are ignored. For your own safety, read this instruction manual

carefully and thoroughly before using the instrument. Do not discard thls manual,

but keep it handy for easy reference.
This manual uses the following symbols to draw your attention to
instructions. " Be sure to follow the instructions marked with

Symbo 1 Meaning

Indicates a potentiaTly hazardous situation which, if not avoided,

could result in injury or danage to the surrounding equipnent.

" imnnrfant <afetrr

these symbols.

&.ourro*'

&rourro*

&rou'0,

&.ourro*

1. Intended product use
. The Retinomax K-plus 3 is oniy intended to be used for

measuring refractive power, corneal curvature and pupil
diameter. Do not use it for an,v other purpose.

2. Do not disassemble
. Never attempt to disassemble the product as it could cause

a serious electric shock or equlpment damage.

e Measuring operation

r $'hen moving the main unit
in front of Lhe paLient,
patient's face.

toward the patient or lateral
use care to avoid hitting the

ly

&rou'0, 4 Installation and transport
o Do not place the instrument

as a shakir table or inclrned
or [a1] and cause injury.

o Hold the main un.i t using the
riewfinder or forehead resi.

. Place the station and printer
Do not place thick cloth or
printer, as it may prevent the
charging. If the vent hole 1s

on an unstable locatj.on, such
surface. It- could be dropped

grip. Do not hold it with the

in a well-ventilated location.
paper under the station or
release of heat during bat tery
blocked, heat will accumulate

4



&rourto*

internally, leading to the danger of fire or failure.
The operating environment should be between 700hPa to 1060

hPa in atmospheric pressure, 10oC to 40oC in temperature,
and 30% Lo 75% in humidity.

Although the instrument is designed with dust protection,
it should not be used in a dusty roon.

The best location for the instrument is a room equivalent
to a semi-dark room. Do not expose the instrument to a bright
window or illumination 1ight.

The lnstrument conforms to the EMC standard
(IEC60601-1-2:200I), but discharges weak radio waves. If
the instrument in operation interferes with other equipment,
such as a TV or radio, take appropriate action, such as

increasing the distance between the instruments or changing
each direction.
This instrunent is not waterproof. It should not be used or
placed in a place where it can be exposed to liquid such as

rainwater, beverages or chemicals.

. If dew condensation occurs, allow the dew to dlsappear
before using the instrument.

o lVhen transporting the instrument, protect against vibratlon
and shock, preferably by placing the instrument in the
optional carrying case or a packing box.

5. 0ther handling precautions

. Make sure that the power cord is not damaged, broken,
machined, exposed to excessive force (bend, pu1l, or twist),
or twisted with other cords. Do not put heavy objects on,

or apply heat to, the power cord, as the cord can be severed,
possibly leading to a fire or electric shock. If the power

cord is damaged, replace it.
o If dust accumulates on the metal part of the power plug, pull

out the power plug and remove the dust. Dust or dirt can cause
contact failure of the power p1ug, resultlng in a flre.

r Connect the instrument to a grounding-type receptacle
outlet in a manner Ihat meets the power supply
specifications. Improper connections can affect the
performance, or even cause failure, leakage, shock, or fire.

. Fully insert the power p1ug. Insufficient insertion can
cause a -[ire.

r When replacing the fuse in the station (p.81), be sure to
turn off the power switch and pull out the power cord. Be

sure to use the designated fuse. Use of an undesignated fuse
can lead to electric shock or fire.

Designated fuse: Littelfuse's time-1ag fuse, $5 x 20 mm

250 U, 500 mA (218.500XP)

o Never short-circuit the battery charging contacts of the
main unit, station, or printer. If the contacts are
short-circuited, the fuse of the station or printer will
blow.



ffirou'0, 6.

Do not expose the connectors or battery charging contacts
to your body or metal objects. If a contact is dirty, turn
the power off and wipe the contact off with a dry, soft cloth.
This product is precision opi ical equipment, contajning a

large number of electrical components. Handle with care,
avoiding exposure ro physical shock.

Do not drop or bump the instrument. When handling the main
unit, always use the supplied strap. Do not swing the main
unit holding only the strap.

If the instrument ceases to function, pull the power cord
from the receptacle outlet, and without accessing the insrde
of the instrument, contact your dealer"

Use the designated print ro11. Use of an undesignated brand
can lead to failure.

Maintenance/Storage

. The env i ronmental requ i rements for rransporr and storage
are -40oC to +70oC in temperature and 10% to 9570 in humidity.

o Select a storage area exposed ro llmited amounts of dust,
free of vibration and shock.

When cleaning the glass in the measuring
window, be careful not to scratch or break
the 1ens. 1p.82)

After use, turn off the power switch of the
station and put on the dust cover.

If you plan to put the instrument out of service for a long
tlme, pull the power cord out from the receptacle outlet.
A1so, remove the batteries from the main unit and keep them
for later use. There is a danger of fire if the power cord
is left in the receptacle outlet for a long time or the
battery is left unremoved for a long time.

Make sure that when the batteries are in storage, their
contacts are not touched by metals, etc. If they are
short-circuited to a metal, heating or even a fire can occur.

7. Battery pack

. You should use the RT-121 battery pack, which uses our
designated lirhjum lon battery. Use of any oLher bartery
pack voids the operation warranty.

. Carefully read the instructions shipped with the battery
pack before uslng the batterv pack.

o Never disassemble or modify the battery pack.

o To recharge the battery pack, always use the station or
printer.

. Never short-circuit the terminal of the battery pack.

0lherwise, heaLing may occur, leading to burn injury or a

fire. A1so, keep metals (coins, paper c1ips, etc. ) away from
contact with the terminal area.

&rourro,'o
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o Do not use the battery pack of this product wlth any other
product.

o When charging the battery pack, do not place any cover over
the main unit, station, or printer. If a cover is used' the
heat generated in the main unit, station' or printer during
charging may cause fire. In addition, the service life of
the battery pack will be reduced by the additional load due

to such a cover.

o Do not expose the battery pack to an intense heat source or
flames. Explosion, electrolyte leakage, or fire can occur.

o Do not leave the battery pack in a sun-heated car with the
windows closed, or in any location that may be exposed to
intense sunlight.

o Do not let the battery pack be exposed to strong impact or
drop it.

o If the metal terminals of the battery pack are dirty, wipe

them off with a dry, soft cloth.

. If you plan to put the instrument out of service for a week

or longer, take the battery packs out of the main unit and

printer.
o The battery'oack is a consumable ltem. It can be recharged,

but eventually wears out. When the battery pack is no longer
usable, purchase a new one from your 1oca1 dealer of the
instrument.

CAUTION 8. Disposal instructions

. Follow 1oca1 regulations concerning disposal and

recyc 1 rng.
For lithium ion batteries, in partlcular, observe
the specific disposal methods stipulated by your
local government"
We recommend entrusting disposal to a designated
industrial waste disPosal firm.

o When disposing packagings, sort them by material, and then

fo11ow the 1oca1 regulations and plans concerning disposal
and recycling.

Synbol for separate collection in European countries

Products bearing this symbol must be collected separately.

The followlng rule is applicable only to users in European

countr i e s.

OThis product is designated as an item to be collected

separately at an appropriate spot. Do not dispose of it
as household waste.

For further information, contact the retailer or the local
authoritj.es responsible for waste management-

\ffi/
,.'&
ffi



I Labels and Marks
The product includes labels and marks to draw user

information and precautions.

If any of the labels are peeled or the characters or
contact your dealer.

O Botton of main unit

's attention to important

marks are i I lecible, p1 ease

AUTO RFIi€MTS,TTEF
Feii im.x K-plus3
8.2V=1 0A DC INFUI
8.4V=t.tACtil,C€
-rtt l{ed ico I Eq! iFnenl

llfl Viih respecl 1!
5\?t5 !Leclricol snock

Fife dnd mechsnicEl l.€zefds

rnlv in Ecrord6nce ri1'r
ULEO6! I. I

CAFircSA C?2.2 No.60l.i
29VN

sN 220!00i

t2I F 0468\:

E@
t -d?-3 HAENOCHo llAMsfllKi
TO<YC ]?4-8633 JAPAN

Rlc+ft I'FG CO, L.iD

IIADE |ti JAPAN

O Inside the grip

1i
.. -j--=.-- .--; '5' ::;'



O Type B attachment

O Side of the printer

O Top surface of the printer

O Rear of the station



O Botton of the printer

r$ilii I I i ff ii
i t----l I 

''':'lii 

-itn: 

ii, ,#; '- . 1 :"fr"ri,i: , l,# l:ffir , 1 t:,Eij t:r&i,m':i '...*.. iiFr'l-=...- ---.Ur i;:-
ii; I :: :'

... .:.,'-rFF- .-------'-'------'-li

;,,...rr,.,,,!,.,,,!,,,,,i.!,,,,,1r,,, T= -:f::,n=l-

O Botton of the battery pack

1)^. I'::: I

i

*E

O Recycle mark on battery pack

i',,qlffigx; ( ( *l 
ts6'iil*si

: I *t :?e{'n* q,AHt#S CO {e'--*-r*Sgtr*:g"lf S*:--:n5tF.94I1!-''

Erf-lr---l
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1. Overview

1-1 Instrument Overview, Standard Accessories and 0ptions

The Retinornax K-plus 3 is an objective refractometer, designed to measure

refractive power, corneal shape and pupil diameter.

The refractive power measurement examines the refractive condition of the
patient's eye to measure the spherical diopter power, cylindrical power, and

cylinder axis ang1e. During the corneal shape measurement, the corneal radius
of curvature, principal meridian direction, and corneal astigmatism power are
examined.

This rnstrument consists of a main unit (Retinomax K-plus 3), station (Retinomax

station 3), and printer (Retinomax printer 3).

The station contains a battery charger and power supply, which enable the main

unlt and printer batteries to be charged, and for power to be supplied to the
main unit using an optional DC cord. The printer may contain a battery, which
facilitates data transfer from the main unit to the printer, thus requiring only
a sma1l space for performing a series of operations from measurement to printing.

In addirion, the instrument can send data to a computer or other external device"

I Standard accessories

O Main unit (1) O station (t)

i'ltt'
lr::-".

O Printer (1)

,ngl':_, _j
' ' ;';**' /"/ 

' 
,,' 

' 
,.i,,,

r' . ;, i.'-;, ,.l-d;,
il{.,,';."4'r-
--*ilt"

O Print paper rollso
(5)

Battery pack (1)

O Strap (t)
1 1,*;tl.;*,*r=l:r:::;:i"'

,q,;.'..i;.,;;.:::l-.-ll;.:ii :. ; ;-,.

o
o
o

o
O

O Model eye (1)

.-r *;;Fr)\.-l 
"-.-.--'

Contact lens holder (1)

Power cord set (1)

Fuses (2) {5 x 2o mm

250 V, 500 mA

Instruction manual (1)

Dust cover (1)

O Blower (1)

(218.500XP)

11
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Options

DC cord
Main unit - Station

,l'fril]ffi-i$t
fni".ora is for connecting t-he station and the main un.i1, aJiowing use of rhe main
unit without batteries as the power is supplied to the main unit from the station.

O Direct comnunication cable
Main unrt - External equipment
Connector on external equipment: D-sub 9-pin or D-sub 25-pin

t'6s*.# ,1:!,-.....Y- l{ffi':Wl-l
This cable is for connecting the main unit and external equipment. The cable can
be used for transferring data to PCs or other devices.
To connect to the remote vision, use the D-sub25pin.

Direct print cable
Thls cord is for connecting the main unit and the printer.

This is the cable for connecting the prlnter to the main unit. Use this to connect
the printer to the main unit to send data directly. Sendine data stored in memory

to the printer without the direct print cable takes a lot of time, so we recommend
use of the cable.

Video output cable
Main unit - External monitor

This cable is for connecting the main unit and the external monltor. The cable can
be used when reading out the data displayed on the view finder onto an external
monitor. The output is only NTSC.

O Communication cable
Printer - External equipment
Connector on external equipment: D-sub 9-pin or D-sub 25-pin

This cable is for connecting the printer and an external device. This cable can be
used for transferring data to PCs or other devices through the printer.
Use a D-sub25pin to connect to a remote vision.

a

o

&rourroon

Battery pack

Carrying case

cord, dlrect0r communicatlon cable, direcl nr'nt cahle and i ideo
output cable are only to be used with the Retinomax
3.
These cables cannot be used for connecting to the
K-plus, Retinomax 2, and Retinomax K-plus2.

3 and Retinomax K-plus

Retinomax, Retinomax

o
o

72



1-2 Instrument Classification
( Classification as per 93/42EEC ODD) >

Class IJ a

( Protection type against electric shock )
Class I

This instrument is classified as equipment whose protection against electric
shock does not rely on basic insulation on1y, but which includes an additional
safety precaution, in that means are provided for the connection of the equipment

to a protective earth conductor in the fixed wiring of the install-ation in such

a way that accessible metal parts cannot become live in the event of a failure
of the basic insulation. Always use the power cord shipped with the instrument.
It must be connected to a receptacle outlet with a ground.

( Degree of protection against electric shock )
Type B attachment

The forehead rest of this instrument is a type B attachment. This instrument
is equipped with a re1lab1e safeguard against electric shock, as verified through

testing in accordance with the applicable standard for patient leakage current
and measurement current.

( Protection against water and particle ingression )
IP20

This instrument is not protected against the ingression of water and other
liquids. The instrument should not be exposed to liquids.

(Degree of safety for use in a flannable environment)

Retinomax K-p1us 3 is not designed to be used in a flammable environment. Do

not use it in a flammable environment.

(Disinfection method approved by the manufacture)

Clean the forehead rest with a cloth soaked in rubbing alcohol whenever

necessary.

( 0peration mode )
Continuous operation

( Laser classification )
EN60825-1.2:200I C1ass1 LED product
Wavelength 855 nm to 870 nm

Radiant power 111 7-fl max

13



1-3 Svnbols on the Instrument

-
III

This symbol on the instrument indicates the need for caution. It
indicates the necessity of referring to the relevant part of the

instruction manual before use.

This symbol indicates that the type of protection against electric shock

for the applied part is type B.

This symbol indicates the power button on the operatlon panel of the

main unit as well as on the printer.

This symbol on the operation panel indicates that this is a correction
button for rotating the optical axis of measuring beam in 45-degree

steps.

This symbol on the operation panel of the main unit indicates the button
that allows toggling between two values of the brightness of fixation
target.

Represents a connection suitable only for DC power.

Ren*esents an innut.

Ren*esenl s an olttnut.

This symbol on the station indicates the on positlon of the power switch.

This symboi on the station indicates the off position of the power switch.

The lamp indicated by ihis symbol on the station illuminates while the

battery is charged.

Ranrocontq r fttqo

Panra<ont. ^ l-^A hrrtt^h fnr nrint nr,!yr!ulrr!v rv: 14-... raper.

Represents a print paper outlet.

This symbol is designed to promote the recycllng of used lithium ion

battery.

A
*

*

\

*

-o
Gr

I

o
*}{:

ffi

d
ffi
&
Ltsion
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2. Nanes of Parts

I Systen configuration

Stat 1on ( p. -L / ,

-=

\\-\. ,.

2-1 Main Unit

O Side Facing Patient

lateral tion
Lrsed as a marker to aLign
horizontal position of the
(p. 30)

Forehead rest

to the
pat 1 enr

Mire ri
Used as a marker for alignment,
or for observing corneal
distortion.

Measuring head

Contains the mechanism for
neasurement.
Extraocular illunination and

keratometric peripheral neasuring

Used to ilLuminate the extraocular
part and perform keratometrlc
peripheraL measurement

Rubber

Slide in the A direction to
slide out the forehead rest.
Apply thls lo the patient's
forehead to mlnimize shaking

of the main unit. (p.40)

Target
neasuri

line for
window height

Llsed as a marker to align to the

of the patienl. (p.30)

Kerato-center neasuring
wi.ndows (four)
Perform kerato center

measureme nt through these
windows.

Measurins window

The patient looks at the.
tareet (p.28) through thrs
window.

Start svitch
Starts and ends the
measurement. (p. 30 42)

Provides a

nl ani nc fho

the station

cushion for
main unrt on

Rieht/left
Automatically idenrifies the
patient's riSht or left cYe bY

using uLtrasonic waves.

ttery ing contacts (two)

Connects to the charging contacts
on the station to charge the
battery. (p. 17)

15
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Power/conmunication connectors

O Main Unit (Side Facing 0perator)

cab1e, and direct print cabLe (aLL

available as options) to these
connectors. Connecting the DC cord to the
station enables operation without usit.tg

a batterv. (p. 12)

ALlows for adjustment
range of -BD to -8D.

Viewf inder

In the

eye through this
al ignmcnt for-

O Switch panel on the main unit

Used for kerato peripheraL measurement

(p. 38)

MEMORY ke
Lsed for storing daLa
(p. s2)

Fixation target brightness key
r ghtne s s lXat ron targel

PERI K

is toggled to
(dark).

Look at the
v i ewfi ndcr
mcasuf emen t

Patient' s

to achieve

l1 (brieht) or L

ANGLE key

LIsed q'hen lhe main unit is used in a rotatcd
posit.ion. Corrects Ax (cyLinder axis
angle) for the rotation (45', 90', or 135')
of the main unit. (p.40)

QUICK (& melody) key

Enters thc quick mode.

sounds after this ke1'

than I second. (p. 42)

. 36) A meiody
held for more

PO*ER

Turns the power to the main unit
on and off. The lamp atop the
sri t.h ights uh^n powcr is
turned on.

M0DE key

PRINT key

Transfers data to the
printer, (p, 61)

R,/L key

Toggles the righlileft e,ve identification
between automatic and manual mode, or ln the
manuaL mode, changes between right and left
e.ves. (p.39)
Use the manual mode when performing
measurements with children or patients in a

supine position

Sciects a measuremenl
"Kerato only, " or

mooc. heT

"Ref,rKerato. "
on 1.v, "

(p. 29)

Used for observation rn the pupil and

measuremeni of pupil diameter.

f i gure

Always use the
when using this

straps
produc t

handLing the

Remove this
thc batterv

rcplac ing

a*5 L\a le o !f,. €

m,m,ffi"
a 6S e*18 €&tltl

o ra F nti o iGL

sElf Tv )

*lF
ritlt
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2-2 Station

O Station (rear)

Power sw

( [on:, O [offi)

Contacts for charging the
main unit (two) (p. 15)

Spare fuse holder,/ spare fuses

lv connector

Power indicator lamp

for nain unit

Charge lanp for printer

PO$JER

-+ffl
RET1NCI{'tAX
_..$}trI
rRtllTEt

t7

Power cord socket



2-3 Printer

Paper holder cover

Power la

Battery lamp

Data I

O Printer (bottom)

ck contact

External
communicat ion connector

Power switch

I ipht reeeilinq window

Contact for conmunication with station

-{F-*ti

DIP switch

18



3. Setup

3-1 Attachine/Detachine the Strap

Attach the strap to the eYelets

#
jI*

{r I ach i np' rhe sl ran l

3-2 InFtalling and Renovins the Batterv Pack

3-2-1 Installing and Renoving the Batterv Pack

lMain Unit Battery Pack

O Replaclng the battery pack
l. 0pen the battery cover o\rer the grip. Do this by pressine with

the top of the cover in direction C (Fisur" l) and sliding

2. Replace the battery pack"
Remove the battery pack from the grip bv sliding it lishtly
(Fieure 2).

rrnrrr finoarq np2r

ln dlrectron (4'.

in direction @

Figure (1)

e-+
Ficure (2)

t
\o/

/a\
\1/

I

&.ourro
o When moving the instrument while it is in operation, hang it from your neck

using the strap and hold the grip.

. Dropping the instrument may lead to lnjury or damage

o Ensure that the strap is securely fastened.

o If the strap is damaged, replace it with a new one"

of the main unit.

Attaching the strap 2 Attaching ap3 Arf2ch i ns rhe st rao 4

19



3. Make sure that the Vmark on the battery pack faces direction @.

Put in place a new battery pack by simultaneously hooking over the four lugs
(circled in Figure 3), and then slide in direction @until the pack is
secured in the grip.

Figure (3) J rros Figure (4)

G\ Battery back being refit

4. Put the grip cover in place by sliding it in the opposite direction frorn
direction(Z in Figure l.

3-2-2 Installing and Removing the Printer Battery Pack

O Replacing the battery pack
The printer can be operated on battery power using the optional battery pack
(the same model as in the main unit). It should be charged and set in the battery
box of the prinier.

The printer is not shipped with a battery pack.

To run the prlnter on battery power, you must purchase an optional battery
pack"

I
\4,

I

1. Install the battery pack
Make sure that the V mark on the battery pack faces in direction @

pir, an" new battery pack in place by simultaneously hooking over
lugs (shown circled in Figure 5), and then sliding it in direction
the pack is secured in the battery box.

fiorrra (5)' _o-'-

(Figure

the four
@ untll
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z. Replace the battery pack.

Remove the batterv pack from the battery
direction @ (Ficure 0).

box by slidine it lichtly in

@a Figure (6)

3-3 Settine UP the Instrument

1. Connect the power cord to the power cable receptacle on the station.

2. Make sure that the power switch on the station is set to OFF ( "C" side),

and plug the power plug into a power outlet.

3. 0n the station, set the power switch to 0N ( "1" side). The power indicator
lamp will light.

Install the battery pack onto the main unit. (p. 19)

Mount the main unlt on the station and charge the battery pack. (Fully

charging the battery from an uncharged state takes about 120 minutes. )

r When using the battery pack for the first time, be sure to charge it" The

battery pack is not charged at the time of purchase" 
-.,1.i,.

Install the print paper ro11 onto the printer. (p.80) .it'..): 
":

ii" i .i

Connect the printer to the station. *-,--"-i,_, , ll,
Tilt the printer and align the sticker position -:'. ." l,l

on the top left of the printer to the arrows on *5' 
. rf

the top right of the station (see the figure on '-1' 
". 

.:'f
the right ).

Turn on the power switches on both the station and printer. Press the feed

switch to feed the print paper to an appropriate length"

o The printer can be operated using the battery pack' (p.20)

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

2L



3-4 Charging the Battery Pack

Be sure to read the following precautions before starting charging.

I Chargi ng precaut i ons

O When using the battery pack for the first time

r First charge the battery pack.

o The battery pack is not charged at the time of purchase.

. Carefully read the instructions shipped with the battery pack before use.

O Charging precautions

. When charging the battery pack, do not place any cover over the main unit,
station, or printer. If a cover is used, the heat generated by the main

unit, station, or printer during charging may lead to fire. In addition,
the additional load due to the coverinc will reduce the service life of
the battery pack.

e llhen charging is complete. rhe batLery pack and the grip of the main unit
will be warm. This is normal.

r Once the batter,v pack is charged, do not recharge it again without operating
the instrument, as this will lead to deterioration of the battery. If the

battery has sufficlent remaining charge, the station will not recharge it.
r If the charge lamp on the statlon flashes during charging, there may be

a problem with the charging. Follow the steps described later under "Check

on Flashing of the Charging Lamp. " (p. 8a)

. The main unit or printer can be removed from the station and used before
the charging is completed.

Precautions on contacts

. The charging may fail if the contacts are dirty"

. Be careful not to touch the station contacts (recessed parts), main unit
contacts (pins on the front of the main unit), and printer contacts (1ower

pins). 41so, do not touch the contacts (plates) of each battery pack.

o If the contacrs are touched or dirty, wipe them clean with a dry c1oth.

CAUTION

o 0n1y use the RT-121 battery pack, which is our designated llthium ion battery.
Use of any other battery voids the operation warranty.

o Never disassemble or modify the battery pack.

. Never short-circuit the terminal of the battery pack. 0therwise, heating may

occur, leading to burn injury or a fire. A1so, keep metal objects (coins, paper

clips, etc. ) away from contact with the terminal area.

o
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3-4-1 Autonatic Charging of the Main Unit

To automatically charge the battery pack of the maln unit,
follow these steps:

1. 0n the station, set the power switch to 0N ( " l " side).

2. Place the main unit onto the station. When the main unit
is placed onto the station, the power of the main unit
automatically shuts off.

3. When the main unit is placed onto the station, the
charge lamp lights.

The station automati.cally determines the capacity of
the battery pack in the main unit and decides whether
the battery needs charging.
If charging is not needed, the lamp goes out after a few seconds.
to be 1it if charging is needed. (Maximum charging duration: 120

4. When the charging is completed, the charge lamp for the main unit goes out.

When the main unit is connected to the station and the power is on, the station
will constantly monitor the battery pack 1eve1. If the capacity becomes low due

to natural discharge, the battery pack will be automatically recharged, keeping

it above a certain level.

3-4-2 Automatic Charging of the Printer

To charge the battery pack in the printer automatically, fol1ow these steps:

,.i,0
!.dt'

i\

':X',,' ,.....! \ '
: :,.j.:" \

,il. , \t.".
.: / - ,|':

. _.. ,l' $b)'.=dt-:' -

q"t' " ' '...-'""'
;..- .

,i#,
'd

It continues
minutes)

1. 0n the station, set the power switch

The printer function can be used whi
in the same way as while the batter

to 0N ( "1" side).

le the battery pack is belng charged
pack is not bejng charged.

If you only plan to charge the battery pack, turn off the power ( "C" side)
to the printer.

2. Connect the printer to the station as shown below-
Tilt the printer and a1lgn the sticker position on the top
to the arrows on the top right of the station"

left of the printer

,."ii\

--f"..-.ji 
j

ju"' i pi*--'i,---' i it
-i! ! r ill

rrf.:.
Figure (2)

a

a

Fit the main unlt completely on the station. 0therwise, the contacts may

not be connected. A1so, make sure that the forehead rest is in the stored
position; if it is left extended, the maln unit will not fit completely.
Verify that a battery pack is in the main unit.
lVhen the main unit is capacity of the battery pack is checked and the need

for charging is determined, only when the main unit is connected to the
station. The battery pack is not constantly checked and charged.
Chareine time varies depending on the age of the batterles, etc.

F'iorrrp (l)
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s_r*eCAUTI0N

When connecting a printer to the station, make sure to use the one provided with

Retinomax 3 or Retinomax K-plus 3.

Do not use the printer provided with Retinomax, Retinomax K-p1us, Retinomax 2 or

Retinomax K-p1us 2.

3. The printer battery pack charges automatically.
When the charging begins, the printer charge lamp on the station lights up.

If charging is not needed, the lamp goes out after a few seconds. It continues
to be lit if charging is needed. ([ilaximum charging duration: 120 minutes)

4. When the charging is completed, the charge lamp for printer goes out.

Place the station and printer on a flat surface. If placed on an

unstable location, the station and printer may not connect properly.

When the printer is connected to the station and the power is on, the

station will constantly monitor the battery pack 1eve1. If the

capacity becomes low due to natural discharge, the battery pack will
L^^ -"+^--, i^-r''' -echarsed. keenins it above a certain .l evel.UY dU LUlll4 L l! d I 1Y I \ \ rrqr 6L st

Charging tine varies depending on the age of the batteries, etc.

3-4-3 Charging a Spare Battery Pack

Set the battery pack you want to charge in the battery box of the printer, as

described in "3-2-2 Installing and Renoving the Printer Battery Pack" (p. 20).

Fo11ow the same charging procedure described in *3-4-2 Automatic Charging of
the Printer" (p. 23).

When the charging is complete, remove the battery pack.

3-5 Power Supply from the Station

Using the optional DC cord, the Retinomax K-plus 3 can be operated without battery
power.

: lr':r'*t--:'!f/.11
:1 1;1$F,1.i,r'111l 1ry':t

m

€**T*&CAUTION

Dn nnr r:sc anv or hcr means than

our designated DC cord.
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READING (Measurement mode) AUTO

CYL MINUS ( - )

VD (Corneal vertex distance) 13. 75

BUZZER ON

INDiCATOR (Alignment direction
indicat ion)

ON

AUTO QUICK ON

PARALLEL ON

PUPiL (Pupi1 size) ONE

3-6 Confirmation of Configuration

The default settings are as follows.
I Conflsuration (Measurement Setup Screen)

lClock Setting (Time Setup Screen)

Date print format (DATE-F0RM) MDY (month/day/year)

Time print format (TIME-FORM) AM/PM

I Initialization Configuration (Ho1d Mode Screen)

QUICK NORMAL (0n initialrzaLion, disables the quick mode)

RL SENSE AUT0 (On initial ization, enables automatic R/L

indi cat ion)

R/K MODE R/K (0n lnitialization, Ref/Kerato mode is enabled)

AX ROTATION N0RMAL (On initialization, disables the axis

correct ion)

I 0utput Configuratlon (0utput Setup Screen)

PRT Unit No. L (ID number of the main unit)
RV OUT OFF (Disables infrared communication to remote

vision)
PRT RS OUT OFF (Disables data transmission from the printer' s

ext ernal communi cat i on connector)

EDIT MESSAGE No message is entered

I Print Seiup (PrinL Setup Screen)

REF PRINT ALL (Prints all refractive values as measured)

KER PRINT REP (0n1y prints representative values of kerato
measurement)

PUPIL PRINT 0N (Prints pupil diameter values)

MSG PRINT OFF (Does not include a message in the printout)

EYE PRINT OFF (Does not produce an eye prlnt)
IConfiguration of External 0utput (External Output Setup Screen)

RS232C REF OFF (Does not transmit data from the main unit' s

communication cable)

RS232C KER OFF (Does not transmLt daLa from the main unit' s

communication cable)

RS232C PUPIL OFF (Does not transmit data from the main unit' s

communication cable)

IConfigurat ion of Memorv Seiup (Memory Funct jon Setup Screen)

MEMORY OFF (Always OFF when power is switched on)



3-7 Measurine the Model Eye

Make sure that the model eye and measuring wj.ndow are not dirty.
If the surface of the measuring window becomes dirty with patients' nose grease

or Iingerprints or dust, the measurement resu]ls may be affected'
If dirty, clean them carefully as described in "9-5 Cleaning the Measuring

Window" (p.82) and "9-6 Cleaning the Model Eye" (p.82).

1. Set the model eye on the model eye mount

of the statlon.

Id, .t... i

","o"*f- ,

di' :, I
. -,.r'r' *.g6+& 1

-- i. lnf l

4
2.

3.

Measure the model eye. See Section 4,

"Measurement Procedures" (p.27) for
measuring
lnstructions.

Ln-

Do not expose the main unit to bright 1ight.
Exposure to licht rnay lead to loss of measurement accuracy or failure
of the measuremenl.

Compare the values measured with the model eye against the values (SPH, CYL,

R1, R2) printed on the rnodel eye. Confirm that the differences are within
r"he fol lowi ng ranges :

SPH

R1

t0. 25D
+0. 02 rnm

CYL :

R2:
t0. 25D
+0.02 mm

If the measured values are oul of the above ranges, see Section 4,
"Measurement Procedures" (p.27) and check that your measurement procedure

was correct. Then, retry the measurement.
Also check for dirt as described -in Section 9-5, "Cleaning the Measuring
Window" (p. 82) and "9-6 Cleaning the Model Eye" (p. 82). If dirty, perform
cleaning. If the values sti11 do not fall within the above ranges, contact
vour local dealer.
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4. Measurement Procedures

4-L Measurement Screen

Horizontal indicator

Angie reading by

horizontal sensor

Lorv batter_v charge

indicator

Patient number

irl#;i=tl;:+{*:ili
-i{ io,iili,?i

Opening screen when powered on

llax. radius of curvature(mm)

UP IL RO/L

t'L?
0

r-l
tl
L_l

R0/r_0R 1 YD:I3.75
/A/ SPiI CYL AX

Standby screen in ref'kerato pupi l

Make sure that you are finished with the procedures described in "3-3 Settins
Up the Instrument" (p.2I). rryi
Immediately after you turn on the main unit uv p."."ing ii;, i key, the opening
screen appears in the viewfinder. It changes to the r"u.il'i"nl"nt standby screen
after approximately 4 seconds, indicating that the instrument has entered the
measurement standby mode.

Axis angle of R1

diameter mode

R2 : !lax. radius of curvature (mn)

Axis angle of R2lleasured

R (right eye),,'L (left eve)
indicator during measuremcnt

[ 
^r*rs 

of keratometrrc
measurements executed on

Mark for manual right,/left

Stored data sets,/Storable
data sets

Ali t indicator

direct ion indicator

identification mode

I'leasurement mode

AL]TO : r A,;

CO\TI\UOLIS I

QL'ICK: /Q,'
AUTO QLTICK:

Measured re

Numbers of refractivc
mcasurenents executed

_0 Cy 1 inde
power

Cv1 inder
AXIS

VD value

Automatic AX correctionSpheri ca

polver

Atr,i 45

Atr,/ 90

Atr,/ 135

AX:

correc t i on

correc t i on

correct 1on

correct ion

90'
TJD

No

Ref-kerato and pupil diameter measuremenr screen

kera t ome tr i c

R3/LI
at- -?.ltr'-.lll.

Corneal reflex
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4-2 Before Measurenent - Explanation for the Patient

Patients tend to be a 1itt1e nervous, so it is best to try to relax them.

Briefly explain the following:
o "This instrument automatical

lenses t,hat best suit you. "

. "Please look at the center

. "Try to keep your eye as st

ly measures your eyes to determine the spectacle

in a relaxed manner. "

il1 as possible. "

Example of a "tu1ip" f ixation targe r-

2
& When taking a measurement with 90o rotation or from the patient's vertex, the

patient sees the picture rotated by 90" or 180o, respectively.
In a measurement with 45o or 135o rotation, the patient sees the picture tilted
diagonally.

&.ourro*
When moving the main unit laterally during the measurement, be careful to prevent

the forehead rest from hitting the patient's nose.

(For safety, it is advisable to bring the main unit awav from the patient before moving
\1t lat era I I v. .)

&.ou'0,

You may fail to find the eve through the viewfinder, and this can lead to the danger

of hat ing the main unit come in contact with the patient. It is rmportant to
approxlmately align the mainunit and the patient's line of sight before looking inro
the viewfinder.
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4-3 Measurement Modes and R Modes

This instrument offers two measurement modes and one R mode.

The measurement mode is selected from "READING" on "7-2 SET-MENU screen"

(p. 69)

An R-K mode is selected using i uooe Jkey. Specify *R/K" (Ref/Kerato mode),
*R" (Ref mode), or ((K" (KeriTffiode).

Here, toggle between "AUTQ" (automatlc measurement mode) (p.30) and "CgNT"

(continuous measurement mode) (p' 35) '

The following table summarizes the operations for each mode.

R-K mode

Measurenent node

(READING)

R-K mode R mode K mode

Autonatic neasurenent mode

(AUTO)

Press the start switch once,
place the bright spot within the
alignment mark, and focus the
mire ring. The measurement w111

be executed automaticaLly. \fhen

the instrument judges that the

measurement values are stable,
the measurement will end

automatically.

To print out the measurement
t''"rl:l1i"n

ii ';l'r 1
, 1l aBjR::: rdata, PreSS i.- .r'KeY.

Auto start

Keratometric measurement
(3 cycles)

Ref measurement
(At least 5 cycles)

When using the pupil
diameter measurement
function, the pupil

diameter is taken after
the Ref measurement

lne lnstrumenl Judges rne
stability of the measured

Ref values
&

Kerato measurement is
performed for at least 3

cyc 1es.

i
Auto stop

Auto start

t

Ref measurement

(At least 5 measurement

cvc les)

The instrument judges the
stabiLity of measured

va1ues

i

\\hen using the pupil
diameter measurement

function, the pupil
diameter measurement is

taken after the
refractive measurement

Auto start

Keratome lr r c

measurenents

least 3 measurement

cycles)

Auto stop

(At

Continuous measurenent node
(coNT)

As with the automatlc
measurement mode, begin the
measurement by pressing the
start switch. The measurernent

will not end automatically, but

can be interrupted by a press of
the start switch. It resumes

with another press of the start
slu i t ch.

To print out the rneasurement
J<.i$f+p(il t'<n Iri "- i:

0aTa, preSS i,..,,,.'.........,' Key.

Auto start Auto start

A set of the foLlowing
measurements in the

continuous mode

Ref measurement

\\hen using the pupil
diameter measurement
function the pupil

diameter measurement is
taken after the

refractive measurement

Auto start
{

Keratometr ic
measurements continues

repeatedl y

set of the following
measurements in
continuous mode

Ref,/Kerato measurement
(a set of.l measurement

c yc 1 e,each)

\lhen using the pupil
diameter measurement
function, the pupil

liameter measurement 1s
laken after the Ref

measurement
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4-4 Automatic Measurement Mode

The automatic measurement mode is the regular mode. The following is a description
of the flow of measurements using the automatic measurement mode.

1. 0n the "7-2 SETUP-MENU Screen" (p.69), set "READING" to "AUTO. " (/lt/ is
shown on the screen. )a-.,

2. Press i 1T j ana select the R-K mode.

The following description assumes that R/K (Ref/Kerato mode) is selected.

Settings (refractive measurement and/or keratometric measurement) vary

depending on the R-K mode (Ref mode or Kerato mode). See the previous page for
specific measurement descriptions for each R-K mode (p.29) .

is set to on, the pupil sizc
diameter measurement functlon.

Follow the procedure in "4-2 Explanation to the
(p.28), to relax the patient.

\p.47).

rat I ent

patient' s eye approximately.
Align to the target line for measuring
window height.
ALign to the target I ine for measuring
window lateral position.

o Anteroposterior:Position the measuring window
approximately 50 mm away from the eye.

Hold the patient' s head gently to facilitate
anl eropos Ler i or pos r t r on l ng.

The positioning can be made still easier by bringing the
forehead rest into contact with the patient's eyebrow.

//
V . Be careful not to allow the main unlt to touch the patient' s etrelashes (p. 39).

&rourro
. When moving the main unit 1atera11y, use care to prevent the forehead rest from

hitting the patient's nose.
(For safety, it is advisable to bring the main unit away from the patlent before
moving it larerallv.)

A1so, if the pupil diameter measurement function
is measured afLer a ref measurement. For the pupil
see "5-1 Pupil Diameter Measurement Function"

4. Position the
o Vertical:

r Lateral:

I ^+^.^^l ^^^l+l^- t-puJr L 1uil Ld

Hei ght
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b. With the patient's eye positioned approximately, look
during the measurement. When the patient s eye appears

the image of the pupil t,o the center of the screen.
Next, move the main unit back or forth until
the image of the dots of the mire ring appears
clearly. You can also use the "5-3 Horizontal
Tndication Function" (p.49) to maintain the
horizonial position of the main unit.
As you move the main unit closer to the patient,
the automatic rieht/1eft eye ident,ification
function begins. The screen now looks like the
one shown on the right. In the automatic
right/1eft eye identification mode, a beep

sounds to indicate that the measurement has

changed from the patient's right eye to left
eye, or vice versa. As the main unit moves

between the right and Left eyes, however, the
right/left eye identification is unstable, and

a continuous beeP maY sound.
If you find it difficult to properly identify
the right/left eyes, refer the section "V If
the right/1eft eyes are not properly identified (p.

&.ou'o*

6. ffhen you press the start swltch, the measurement will begin, and data will
automatically be obtained when the alignment is correct. (If you find it
difficult to achieve alignment, use the "5-2 Alignment Direction Indication
Function" [p.48].) You will hear a beeping sound once data is obtained.
As starting measurement four bright spots appear on the screen for
keratometric measurement, or a single bright spot in the center for refractive
measurement. These patterns are repeated in the case of refractive
-keratometrlc measurement.
The auromaL ic fogging funct ion js act ive during measurement, blurring the
fixation tarset slightly (p.43).

Do not hold the start switch depressed'

into the viewfinder
on the screen, align

)1 rBrr L )pu L lvllre rlng lmage

t/1eft eye judgment
(R for right, L for left)

3e) .

-9. s0
UP IL

a 9E -

rRllLS

RSlt0
3, r)

Bright
Right/left eye judgment

The beeping in the automatic
disabled even if the BLZZER
(p.69) is set to OFF.

eve idenT 'f i ca1 i on mode i s not
"7-2 Measurement Setup Screen"

right,/left
paramerer on

You mal' farl to find the
that the main unit may
annroYimatelv al isn theePPf vJrrr"e

into Lhe r iewfi nder.

eye through the viewfinder, and this can lead to the danger
come in contact with the patient. It is important to
main unit and the patient's line of sight before looking
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7. The measurement results appear on the screen.

Keratometric measurement values

Ref measurement values

B, Once started, the measurement can be executed repeatedly.
The measurement is interrupted when the start switch is pressed again. The

start switch can be pressed once agajn to resume the measurement beginning
from the point just before the interruption.

9. The measuremenr continues until it automatlcally ends, with the monilor
screen appearing as shown in the figure be1ow. (The figure is an example
of a measurement of the right eye. ) If you want to remeasure the sarne eye,
press the start switch.

10.

(right eYe)

Pcr[orm -he samp nrocedure ro measure

automatically, so there is no need to
below is an example of a measurement

the other eye. The measurement begins
press the start switch. (The figure
of the left eve. )

Sumnl e qereen zt
( left

measurement

eve)
end

P UP
4. B

-r
0

F

CY L

85

?q

P1

\
I
j
{
H5
?

SampIe screen during measurement

-8.0s
UP IL n3/ts

Sample screen at measurement end

- 8.00
{JF IL ]

I 6?
r R0/t3
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11. lVhen both eyes are measured, representative values appear in
If you want to continue with the measurement, repeat the
step 4.

the viewfinder.
nrn.orlrtre from

Sample screen after measurement of both eyes

To print out the

main unit toward
measurement results for both eyes, aim the front side of the

the printer and p."., f"'i!:-"i (p. 61).
i,.:r'.:;;

'*R-
g3
PT
00
s$
?q

00
g$
tb

6
p1

R2
AX

&
RI
R2
AX

!tT

7 S6
4. ?5
*" 25

I S0
Pfi I

4. CIO

0" 5s
180

PH$. O

0? :15

l. ITI

stits's

tl

$Ptl
EYL

X

X

*L*
SFil
CYL

If you press the start switch wit,hout printing out the measurement result,
the instrument does not display representative values but returns to the
standby screen of Step 4.
If you do not want to take further measurements, carry out the next steps
12, 13 and 14.

L2. If you used the forehead reset, retract it (p. a0).

13. Turn off the main unit power. Alternatively, you can put the main unit in
place on the station, and the power automatically shuts off.

14. Put the main unit back in place on the station.

. If you want to redo measurement on the same patient's eyes, press the start switch

on once again" The screen following the measurement of both eyes dj.sappears and the

instrument returns to the measurement state.

o The newest measured values can be stored in memory for a maximum of 8 cycles each

for right and left.

When data for the ninth or subsequent cycles is measured, data for the oldest cycle

are deleted.

Date of
measuremenl

Representat ive
values of right

Pat ient number

Ronrocanirtirn

values of left

Screen during pt'inting

OD



r The fisures below show measurement screens for
(keratometric mode) :

R (refractive mode) and K

I A black shadow develops if the pupil has a something that obstrucrs light during
measurement (such as opaclty in the crysial lens due Lo a caLaract, scars in
the eye, etc. ).
If a black shadow is seen, we reconmend performing the observation following
"5-6 Retroillumination Mode" (p.60) followed by other ophthalmic

examination such as using a slit 1amp.

f'V I

Ref neasurement screen Kerato measurement screen

at+



4-5 Continuous Measurement Mode

Under this mode, the examiner ends the measurement'

1. 0n the "7-2 SETUP-MENL Screen" (p. 69), set "READING" to "CONT"

(/C/ is displayed on the screen. )

2. tt".t i :::, j key and select the R-K mode.

3. Take a measurement using the same procedure as in the "4-4 Automatic
Measurement Mode" (p. 30).

. In this mode, measurement does not end automatically"

. We recommend that the measurement be performed at least five times for each

eye.

Increase the number of measutement cycles further if the eye moves

frequently or measurement values vary. For refractive or keratometric
measuremenr, results on the most recent eight measurement cycles for each

eye can be stored.

4. To end the measurement, press the start switch. (This pauses the
measurement. ) 0r, sn'itch over to the other eye halfway during the
measurement.

5. Switch over to the other eye and measure it in the same manner.

6. To print out the measurement result, press 
1' ,* i t"u (p.61).
.rtlt iiiii!./
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4-6 Quick Measurement Mode

The "Quick Measurement Mode" a11ows a shortening of the time from the start
of measurement to displav.

o This mode is useful in cases where measurement is difficult, because of rapid
eye movements due to nystagmus or if the patient is a child, or other reason.

2.

t.

Qulck neasurement

^ i;;c--lPress ,**J k"u to selecl

mode indicator

quick measurement mode.

(/Q/ appears on the screen. )

Take measurement using the same procedure as in the "4-4 Automatic
Measurement Mode" (p. 30).

o In this mode, measurement does not end automatically, but runs
cont inuous 1-y.

r We recommend that the quick measurement be performed at least five cycles
for each eye.
Increase the number of measurement cycles further if the eye moves

frequently or if refractive measurement values vary. For refractive and
keratometric measurement, results on the most recent eisht measurement
cycles for each eye can be stored.

3. To end the measurement, press
measurement. ) 0r, switch over
measurement.

Measure the other eye ln the

To n-jnI oltt the measuremeni

the start switch.
to the other eye

(This pauses the
halfway during the

4.

5.

same manner.
.tn:;r*:rr | | 's

result, pr"ss i $- i
'1.::..:.'.-:*:::r

In the quick measurement mode,
ordinary time, but measurement

1n the quick measuremenl mode.

refractive measurement takes about half the
values tend to vary more widely.

the time taken for keratometric measurement is
not changed.
When printing, a letter "Q" to indlcate quick mode 1s printed on the print paper.

t

IJFIL NSILO

(}tr 
- -lIIcrllIJII

O L-J

R

ROlLO1 V3:13.?5
/ SFI| EYL AX
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Framnl es of nr i nt-ouLsL/ru!,y I v v

Indicates the measurement was

the quick mode"

done in

The following shows the operations uslng the "Qui"k Mode. "

- 5.75 - 1.25 7 0

- 5.75 - 1.25 5

-5.75-1.25 7 0

- 5.75 - 1.25 5 0

R-K mode

R-K node R node

Quick node

With this mode, the
refractive measurement

takes about half the
ordinary time.

Time [or keraLometric
measurement is unchanged

Auto start
t

A set of the following
measuremenls is takcn in

continuous mode

the

Ref/Kerato measurement
(ser of I measuremenl

cycle each)

$'hen uslng tne PuP1I

diameter measurement

function, the pupil
diameter measurement is

taken after the
refrac t i ve measurernent.

Auto start

A set of thc following
measurements -is taken in

continuous mode

the

Ref measurement

+
lYhen using the pupil
diameter measurement

function, the pupil
diameter measurement is

taken after the
refractive measurement

ea



4-7 Keratometric Peripheral (PERI) Measurement

l. Press I pm' j key. The main unit enters the
\t

keraroinefIic peripheral measuremenr mode and

changes the screen.

2. Adjust the mire ring and alignment mark into
rorrgh al isnment and rhen nrpss the sLartr vsbrr ui

switch. (This is the same procedure as used for
normal keratometry. )

Light spots flash and the measurement repeats.
Measurement alternates horizontally between

the center and periphery.
3. After the measurement is repeated several

times, press the start switch. The measurement

ends and the cursor moves to the next row.

If the vertical peripheral measurement is not
needed afler hortzontal peripheral

t: ..;.. . 1: ,press l. * i key to print oul

rt ical

,, lrorr hr r t

"Up direction mark
/

Cursor

"t.;p" direct jon mark

PERI horizontal
measurement screen

measurement,

the data.

If you want fn nrnnaor] nriuv yavLv!u ilr

measurement, do nor press
po 1o the nerl sleos.

th ve

:i iol

4. For vertical measurement rotate the main unit 90o.

Sner-iIicallv. heins srr.e rhar rhe r-ursor is at the
position shown on the right figure, make the "tp"
direction mark appear at the top.

Start the measurement. Do the same as you did in
the horizontal measurement

After performing the measurement several times,

Press i, ,:; i 1"u.
' l: ec,r: :

6. If you print after performlng refractive measurement, keratometric
measurement, and keratometric peripheral measurement, the values for a1l

three measurements will be printed out. If you only measure the keratometric
peripheral measurement, only the keratometric peripheral value wl11 be

printed out.

2,tb . ln perrpneral measurement, R/L identification is a manual operation.
\.2o . Do not use the forehead rest during vertical measurement. There is a danger

that it will hit the opposite eye of the patient.
o Vertical measurement may not be possible as the measuring beam 1s obstructed

by eyelashes or upper eyelid. Ask the patient to open the eye wider before
startine the measurement.

5.

l1r*n r
FffE$S $TART $HITCTI

t-- =
LJ

v
f{

R* tl a

ti
>T

"l n" d i rect i on mark
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4-8 Helpful Hints for Successful Measurement

V If the right/left eyes are not properly identified
O To ensure proper operation of the automatic right/1eft eye identification,

note the following;
o When extending your hands between the patient's face and the main unit to

stabilize the main unit, do not touch the rlght/left eye sensors. (p15)

o Take measurement squarely in front of the patient's face as shown below.
Identification may fail if measurement 1s taken at an angle upward or
s i deways.

O ff you fo1low the above main unit but the right/left eye identification still
does not work properly (for example, the measuring window is brought near
the left eye, but the right/1eft eye indicator remains "R" ), switch to the
manual right/left eye identificatron.
The richt/1eft eye identification can fail if:
. The palient is wearing a mask.

. A female patient has a great deal of hair
o The face is smal1, in the case of a child

on either cheek"
or bab

O Switching from automatic right/1eft eye identification mode to manual modc

f-'r
Press I n,zl I key on the switch panel of the main unit.

oRighteyemeaSurementisse1ected,withtheRiL..AUT0,,1ampturnedoffandthe

(right e-Ye) lamp turned on.

. Press i rrr- i k.)' on"" again. \ow, left eve measurement is selected, with the "L"

(left eye) lamp turned on.

f----_-1
Pushing I nfL I again toggles between right and 1eft"r*l 

i,".'.:];,",.r

If you want to restore the automatic right,/left eye identification, press i ;';, : key

[This does not apply if "RL SENSE" is set to "MA]\LAL" on the "7-3 HOLD M0DE Screen"

(p. 70) " .l

4--**-'*-

Switching to
measurement

manual eye identification is also
from above the head or at an angle

required when taking
sideways or upward.

Ono" I H i: key i-s prcssed, the data is cleared when you take a new mcasurement.
il f{er il

ii : i;:,rr you press l *' : r.ey (which lriggers a printout of an5 set data) and then want
,: ,n*i :i
\]!::!!:3::j:j91i

change the right,/left eye identlfication from manual to automatic mode, press

tl"-.-t kev on.e ap.ain.i_J

to
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V Measurenent from 45", 90o, or 135" rotated position
If you need to perform measurement from a 45o, 90o,

or 135o rotated position, as for bedside measurement,

Ax must be set appropriately. , i'+ --, 
.. 

-

Set the automatic correction angle to suit the '1 '' <'*tr.' 'iri) '

measuring position as illustrated on the right. t"'., ,. '.. ',,; '

1 35'

i',,):^....-: ! :.-.:.::! ., 45'. i'fl ^!Dacn press o l i*_l-.,'I.. key on the swi tch
panel of the main unit applies a cyllnder axis

angle correction in order of 45o -+ 90" -+ 135o. Pressing the key after a 135"

correctlon clears the correction function. The Ax change indicator lamp is 1it
while the cylinder axis angle Ax is corrected for 45", 90", or 135o.

The right/left eye ldentification automaticaliy changes from automatic mode to
manual mode.

'!?:'r::5::Al: 5!", l:

.: ,l,il. l:

Pressing i_* i key prints the data and clears the correction. [This does not

apply if "AX R0TATI0N" is set to "H0LD" on the "7-3 HOLD M0DE Screen"
(p.70)] When prlnted, the Ax correction mark (p.63) appears also on the prlnt
paper.

While the cylinder axis angle is being corrected, the Horizontal Indication
Function switches off.

g0'

Y Using the
The forehead

or you cannot
&fr\#CAUTION

Do not use the forehead rest for a patient (such as a small child) who moves the

face resLlessly, as this can lead io iniury of the [ace.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1. Annlv vorrr finser to the middle of the forehead rest/IYPLJ J

of the main unit and push it in the arrow (A)
direction. The entire forehead rest comes out.

Bring the forehead rest into light contact with the
patient's forehead and adjust to the measurement
distance by looking into the viewfinder.

To nut the forehead rest out of use, retract it by
pushing ir again in the arrow direction.

I{hen placing the main unit onto the station, be sure
to retract the forehead rest.

When nerformins a measurement without the forehead
rest, it 1s easier t.o conduct the measurement if you

put your idle hand between the patient and the
instrument.

forehead rest
rest facilitates measurement if the patient's eye tends to move

hold the main unit
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y If neasurenent is unstable (during refractive/kerato netric)
o If eyelashes conceal the patient' s eye, ask the patient to open the eye wider.

If eyelashes are still hanging over, you may ask an assistant or the patient

to lj.ft the upper eyelld lightly with a finger'
. Blinking during neasurement may hlnder the measurement.

o Measurement may fail or may not produce reliable values if the patient has

an eye disease such as calaracti opacity in the cornea, crystal 1ens, vitreous

bodyi or retinal detachment'

o Measurement may fail or may not produce reliable values, if the pupil diameter

is smaller than $2. 3 mm.

o Measurement fails if <S+C> is out of the measurement range of -1BD to +23D,

or if (C) is out of the measurement range of 0D - -12D Io 0D - +12D.

o When using the "4p1e Quick Function" (p.50), the likelihood of obtaining

data out of the measurement range is quite high.

O Measuring an eye with a contact lens
I-sua11y, measured values canbe obtained" However, if the contact lens is not

properly fitted, correct values may not be obtained. Dirt or scratch on the

contact lens may hinder measurement.

O Measuring an eye with an eyeglass

Measurement is posslble if the lens is at a slight incLine. If the lens js

at a larger incline, correct values will not be obtained. 1f light is reflected
from the lens surface into the measuring window, or if the glasses have a

colored lens with a 1ow light transmission, the measurement may fail.

V Precautions

Eyelashes concealing the eye can contribute to improper measurement. Note the

fo1 lowing:

.Support the main unit
patient's eye.

(The eye tends more

from above. )

in a horizontal position at the elevation of the

to be concealed by eyelashes when measured at an angle

0nce the eye is focused, eyelashes may not be clearly
vlewfinder. When adjusting the focus, move closer to
for eyelashes. If eyelashes are interfering, instruct
the eye wider.

visible through the

the patient and look
rhe n:T :enT to onen

/11



Cylinder axis deviation may occur if the main unit is not horizontally aligned
with the eyes. Take care before looking into the viewfinder.

Using the horizontal indication function makes it easier to align the main

unit with the eyes even while looking into the viewfinder. [Sue "5-3

Horizontal Indication Function" (p. a9). ]

When holding the main unit, keep your elbows close to your body and grasp the

crip firmly to avoid hand jiggling.
Hand jiggling tends to occur more 1f your elbows are far away from your body.

V How to use the melody
/ *-"'.

Ho.ld down eq!!I I key lor more
,l. - au )

r nstrument.-
than 1 second, and a melody is played from the

G;;-l
To stop the melody, press the start switch, or press L--r_. , key once agaln.

It is sornetimes difficult to measure children as they try to push the main unit
away.

The melody can be used for such patients to create interest in the main unit
or to remove fear associated with the measurement.

The melody cannot be played while conducting a measurement.

,'tg



4-8-10 Others: Considerations for Measurenent

V Automatic fogging
The automatic fogging system minimizes the patient's eye accommodation. The

instrument automatically enters the fogging state t'hen alignment is achieved
between the patient's eye and the main unit.
Be sure to tell the patient to look at the fixation target.

(l) llhen the alignment for measurement is complete, the target appears

blurred (the fogging state is entered).

(Z) fn" instrument performs automatic measurement.

(3) A short beep sounds with a measurement run.

J

(+) p'or the patient, the target remains fogged.

:(5)'l'he next measurement starts.

V If keratometric neasurenent is not possible

1f keratometric measurement cannot not performed, check for obstructions
of the measuring beam by eyelashes or the upper eyelid.
Lift the upper eyelid, or otherwise correct the cause so that the measuring
beam 1s not obstructed.
During refractive,/keratornetric measurement or keratometric measurement,

bright spots for keratometric measurement are reflected on the patient's
coLnea and can be seen on the screen through vlewfinder. If any of t,hese

spots cannot be seen, or looks chipped or blurred, the measuring beam is
blocked. Causes include interference by eyelashes or the upper eyelid,
blinking, and corneal lesion.
If keratometric peripheral measurement fails on the nose side (N), it is
possible that the patient's face is not directed squarely to the front and

the nose is obst,ructing the measuring beam. Check for this.

Measurement of IOL eyes
This lnstrument can measure an IOL (intraocular lens) implanted eye in the
same process as the normal eye without any special switch setting. Depending
the type of IOL or the condition of the IOL eye, the reflecting light from
the IOL may disable the measurement, lead to a degradation of the confidence
1eve1 of measured values, or result in larger measurement errors'
If it is difficult to obtain measurements, using the Quick Mode may make the
measurement easler'.
If the auto quick lunction is set beforehand, it automatically changes to
"Quick Mode" [See "5-4 Auto Quick Function" (p.50)J only when the

measuremenL is djfficult to perform, rhus ai lowing you to perform
measurement.

V
a
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V If measured values are not obtained
Norma11y, measured values should be displayed when they are obtained. If
they are not obtained even when the instrument is aligned, there may be an
unusual condition. Here are some workarounds.

e For a patient with drooping eyelashes, the eyelashes must not be wlthin
the outer contours of the alignment mark on the screen in the viewfinder.
Ask the patient to open the eye wider, and if eyelashes are sti11 drooping,
you may have an assistant or the patient lift the upper eyelid lightly
with a fingertip.

o If the eye blinks during measurement, the measurement is automatically
redone.

o Measurement may be impossible if the patient has an eye disease such as
cataract, opacity in the cornea, crystal 1ens, or vitreous body' or
retinal detachment.

o Measurement cannot be made if <S+C> is out of the measurement range of
-1BD to +23D, or if <C> is out of the measurement range of 0D - -l2D to
0D - +12D.

o Measuring an eye with a contact lens

Measurements can usually be obtained. However, if the contact lens is
not properiy fitted, correct values may not be obtained. Dirt or scratch
on the contact lens may hinder measurement.

o Measuring an eye with an eyeglass

Measurement is possible if the lens is at a slight incline. If the lens
is at a large incline, the correct values will not be obtained. If llght
is reflected from the lens surface into the measuring window, or if the
glasses have a colored lens with a low lighL transmiss-ion. the measuremenl
mav fail.

Representative values

Renresentative valLres are median values of the measurement.

0n the printout of measurement results, representative values are marked with
an asterisk " x " See the "6-3 Samples Printouts" (p.63).

The confidence level is shown for representative values. The smaller the
variation between measured values, the closer the confidence 1eve1 is to 10.

If measured values vary widely, such as in refractive measurement, and you
want to select one from among them, note the followlng tlps:
O If only the SPH values vary widely:

The patient's eye may be accommodating. Measure the same eye once again.

O If the CYL and AX values vary widely:

When CYL indicates weak astigmatism (below 0.5D), AX tends to be somewhat
uns tabl e.

0ther possible causes include:
r Eyelashes are hanging over the pupil.
o The main unit was ti.lted while the measurement was performed.

o The pupil diameter is smaller than 2.3 mm, which is the minimum
measurable pupil diameter.

. The eye is partially opaque, or is irregularly astigmatic.

In the above cases, the confidence 1evel is typically low.
If eyelashes or pupil size are the cause, correct the problem and retry the
measurement.

V
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V Refractive confidence level
The refractive confidence 1eve1 indicates the degree of variation between

measuremenr results. It is given only after a measurement is run three or

more timesl it appears at the right end of measurement results on printout'
See the "6-3 Samples Printouts" (p. 63) '

o 8 or higher: Low variatlon.

c 7 or lower: High variation. Care is needed in interpreting the

measurement results.

V Auto power off
When no key is pressed for three minutes or more while no measurement is
being performed, the main unit automatically switches off..-.
To resume measurement, turn the power back on by pressing , --, i key"

V Measurenent of hard contact lens base curve

(Soft contact lenses cannot be measured. )

1. Drip water onto the hard

contact lens holder shiPPed

wlth the instrument.
2. Place the lens on the hard

contact lens holder. (Direct

the front or rear side of the

lens -- whichever to be .i. .

measured -- toward the ,, .1il
I the main 

- a,
unit. )

3. Perform the measurement uslng

the usual keratometric
measurement method.

",, , ";i,.'''':
_ i 

i"---.*'.

Hard contact lens holder

;"" )
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4-8-2 Battery Low Indication

When the renaining battery 1eve1 falls below half, a battery 1ow sign

appears.

When the remaining battery charge decreases below the operable voltage 1eve1,

the battery 1ow screen appears. Power will go off after 10 seconds'

Remaining
hettorrr <i on

1 AXl R2 AX

UF IL flSIL

rlttF
0

r-l
LJ

if *s /t-*F 23 VS:13.?5
IE{ $PH CYL AX

Battery 1ow sign Low battery screen

If the low battery screen appears, recharge the battery Isee "3-4 Charging

the Battery Pack" (p.22)), or switch over to the power supply from the

station Isee "3-5 Power Supply from the Station" (p.24) ], and then restart
the measurement.

SiTTfftY
P LE A $T
TfiE BAT
iJ

rs tOr I I

e +iAng t
TERY

Remaining battery charge mark

State of remainlng battery charge Mark, sign

Sufficient charge No sign

Half fl ,n.rk a'Dears

Very low

Bartery needs to be recharged
il tuti a'Dears

Battery charge is too low for operation

Battery needs to be recharged

The low battery screen appears, and

power switches off auLomalicaliy
after 10 seconds
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5. Various Functions

5-1 Pupil Dianeter Measurement Function

. This instrument is equipped with a pupil diameter measurement function that

interlocks with the refractive measurement.

. The nupil dlarneter measurement can be performed when "'R/K: Ref/Kerato mode"

(p.29) ls on.

1 ig,ns Il. Press l .** | key several tlmes until the "PUPIL" LED lights.
When the LED 1s 1it, the inst,rument enters the pupil diameter measurement

mode and "PUPIL" appears on the measurement screen.

The pupil diameter measurement automatically follows refractive
measurement.

The maximum values of pupi

direction are measured.

Range of measurement:

Measurement step:

t'-** i
Press i...#,1 key several times to disable the pupil diameter measurement

func t i on.

L diameter both in lateral and vertical

- 10.0 mm

+.

When the "PLIPIL" on the "7-2 SET-MENU Screen" (p 69) is set
puprl diameter is measured only once for each eye.

When the "PUPIL" on the "7-Z SET-MENU Screen" (p.69) is set
the pupil diameter measurement is always performed after the
measurement.

to "oNE, "

to "ALL, "
refrac t ive

5. When the values of both lateral and vertical values of pupil diameters are
measured at less than 3.0 mm, the eyes may be miotic, and therefore the
brightness of the fixation target is automatically reduced.

2.0 mm

0.1 mm

L,

Indicating the pupil
diameter measurement

mode
) uP
4. g

{"rEr---'r
1'

Lateral
direction value
of pupil
diameter (mm)

a

a

Pupil diameter cannot bc measured when the instrument

If the light is blocked bl, eyelashes or an eyelid, the
the vertical direction, may not be done.

is ln "Keratometric mode. "

measurement, in particular ln

AN



5-2 Alignnent Direction Indication Function

o The alignment direction indication functi.on is used to indicate the direction
for placing the bright spot within the standard mark during the measurement"

Move the main unit in the indicated directions, and measurements will be

obtained more easilv.

1.

2.

3.

0n the "7-2 SET-MENU Screen" (p. 69), set INDICAT0R to 0N.

When it is set to 0FF, the direction indication marks are not displayed.

Start the measurement.

When the LED for measurement is exposed to the eye, the alignment direction
indication keys are displayed.

Al i onmonf dirontion

lndication key : 1it1.t1

Alignment direction
indication kev:down

Alignment direction
indication key: ls11Alionmont diroefinn

indication key:xp

Moving the maln unit in the indicated directions establishes proper

a 1 i gnment.

When the alignment direction indicatlon keys are shown as seen in the figure
be1ow, proper alignment can be established by moving the main unit toward

the lower 1eft.

Shen the instrument is in keratometric peripheral (PERI) measurement mode

(p.38), the alignment direction indication key does not appear.

4.

0# 1?5

fi ?3 t vD
/A/ SPH CYL

- 4.25 - 0.25

R1/L-T

RsILS
3. ?5
X
n

P *F
4.8

{:rK

-Tr
c

n1/t0

R5/Lo
J. /T
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5-3 Horizontal Indication Function

The horizontal indication function lndicates the tilt direction of the main unit

during measurement so that the main unit can be held in the horizontal position.

It indicates the degree of the main unit' s tilt to the right side and left side.

This function helps to make measurement of the cylinder axis more accurate.

1. 0n the "7-2 SET-MENU Screen" (p.69), set "PARALLEL" to 0N.

A horizontal indicator appears on the measurement screen.

The horizontal i.ndicator does not appear when it is set to 0FF.

Horlzontal indicator

The horizontal indicator displays tilt angles up to 12o each to the right
and left, in increments of 2o; it displays tilt angles over 12o and up to

45" each on the right and 1eft, in increments of 3o.

Perform the measurement after correcting the tilt angles of the main unit
to the directions where the horizontal mark is displaved (see the frgure

below).

Tilted 45o on the left

2.

3.

Tilted 45o on the right

lJr\f .

45

. The horizontal indicator does not appear when lil key on the main

unit switch panel is used to correct the cylinder axis angle AX.

r lVhen the instrument is in "keratomel.ric peripheral (PERI) measurement

mode" (p. 38), the hori zonIal indicator does not appear.

o This functlon is used to indicate the tilt of the main unit and not to
correct the data.

8.S0 17S ?.SS g5
UFIL ftl,TLO

4

R g3

I h1 $ Pl{* 4"35 -

r-1
t*J

ft5/10
VD:13.'16

*Y L AX
0.2F 1S0

/1Q



5-4 Auto Quick Function

Refractive measurements may be difficult to obtain due to rapid eye movements

in patients with nystagmus or children, or for other reasons. In such a situation,
the auto quick function automatlcally actrvates the quick measurement mode which
requires less time for measurement.
Under the auto quick function, the quick measurement mode is automatically
activated when refractive measurement cannot be executed normally for a certaln
time (6 seconds) after start of measurement.

L-nder rhe fol lowing condi t ions the Auro quick measuremenL mode is set.

1. 0n the "7-2 SET-MENU Screen"
2. trVhen the measurement cannot be

measurement mode is set.

(p. 69), set "AUT0 QLIICK" to 0N.

executed after 6 seconds, the Auto quick

to auto quick mode, the measurement screen

the completion when there is switch to Auto quick

3. After the main

indicates it as

unit switches

Automatic measurement mode Auto quick measurement mode

4. The Auto Quick Function only changes if the machine is in "Automatic

Measurement Mode (AUTQ)" (p.30). It will not change if the instrument is
in "Continuous Measurement Mode (C0NT)" (p.35).

The following is the conditions for
measurement mode.

Condi t i ons

1 A refractive measurement cannot be executed for 6 seconds after the start of
measurement

2 A refractive measurement was successfully executed, but the next measurement

cannot be oerformed for 6 seconds

3 Some key operation is done during the measurement, but the next refractive
measurement cannot be done for 6 seconds

4 The right/left eye identification mode is set but the next refractive
measurement cannot be executed for 6 seconds

F UP IL
4, S

{.ri:

Y
s

Automatic measurement mode

Measurement mode Completion condition
Arrro nrr i,^k measu.emenr mode
'ruLv Yq!vr\ The instrument automatically determines the

completion of the measurement

The measurement completion condition is the same as

for the usual automatic measurement mode

bU



5. When the measurement of one eye ends, the Auto quick measurement mode rs

disabled.

The following are the condltions for the disabLing of the measurement with the auto

^rri.lz ftrnnfion
Yqf!r!

Condi t i ons

I Measurement of one eye with the automatic neasurement mode ends

2 Measurement is suspended by pressing the start switch

The richt/1eft eye identification is switched
A A key operation is done during measurement

6 The neasurement is completed

When the auto quick function being activated,

measured data.

"AQ" is printed on theb.

This indicates that
narfnrmpd wi th the

Ihe measurement was

^,,+^ ^,, i ^1. +,,-^+ i ^,au Lo qut('K l ull( L lun

Sample printout

-4g' In the Auto quick measurement mode, refractive measurement takes about

half the ordinary time, but measurement values tend to vary more widely.

The quick measurement mode does not affect the length of keratometric
measurement.

- 5.75 - r.25 5 AQ

- 5.75 - 1.25 5 AQ

- 5.75 - r.25 7 AQ

.- b. /b - I.zD c Ard
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5-5 Memory Function

Thls instrument has

data for 50 persons

The following rs a

two memory functions: one is a memory function that stores
(100 eyes) and the other is the last data memor-v function.
brief description of these functions.

Memory function for 50 persons (100

The following explains how to store
saved data using this function.

O Explanation of MEM0RY-X4ENL screen

Press ilil] key for more than 1 second.
''.,-J

The measured values (for up to 50 persons) stored in
out, dellvered externally or deleted.

MEMORY-MENL screen

eyes)

daLa inlo memor)' and how io prinl ouL

the instrument can be printed

Stored data sets/
Storable data sets

Stored data sets/
Transmittable data sets

Memory name Functions

Memory function for
50 persons (t00 eyes)

This function al1ows storage of data for 50

people (100 eyes) into memory.

When the memory function is set to "0N" , if
I t.itIa' i,

you press the Lllilr,J key after measurement, the

measured dala can be printed, delivered
externally and at the same time stored rnto
memory.

2 Last data memory

funct ion
liith this function enabled, the data wil]

always be saved into memory before the power

shutdown.

$T0sK sATA 231 3
FEX IT

nAX tFH0RY :30
PR HiT & SEl,l$
*EI{U.SUTPUI
OILf T F ALL

Item Descr ipt i on

EXIT Move to the measurement standby screen

MAX MEMORY Storable data sets
Changeable from 10 Lo 20 to 30 to 40 to 50 (default setting 10)

PRINT & SEND Print or erternally deliver stored data

MENU-OUTPUT Display "7-4 0I,TPUT Screen" (p. 71)

DELETE ALL Delete all stored data



o

I Selecting an item
A menu item is selected when the cursor ( D ) is
To move the cursor, use one of these keys:

i rr' ikey: Moves the cursor ( tr ) down.
L-r
./-""- .

I "-n lkey: 14ou". the cursor ( > ) uP.
\**--i*-/

To set an item press ffl,, where the cursor ( tr )- 
...:::-,..,,

Storing data of measured values into memory

i. Pr"., 
[ur*,**"J 

t"v while waiting for the

locared to its left.

of the selected item lies.

measurement.

the switch panel, and the number of

on the measutement screen.
2. The LED lights for jxeuonri

'..:'"':: 
kev aooear on

current data sets stored is displayed

Measurement screen at the time of setting the
measurement values to be stored

3. Perform measurement.

,i-::t-'*.i
4. Press i *"_i when the measured values are determined.

5. The measured values can be printed out or externally delivered, and the data

are stored into memorY"

Number of stored data sets/
Storable data sets

uPrL R0/L
*?3/5

fi0lr-0
I YS:13.75

AI S P}I CY L AJT

Stored data sets/Storable data
SEt S

(in this case the stored data is
for the 23rd person)

t" s4l$
PfiO" $?

'S? 06.t9 Sl:l$ P
- 4,2.5 frl : 8.0
- S.25 fi? : ?-g

180 AXt: l?
$EfiD il{S

- 4.CS ftl : S"S
- g.S0 Rt : ?.9

180 AXl: 17

tr
*
I
5

s
o

s

-f-
SPTI

flYL
AX

-L-
$Pll
SYL
AX

Print ing etion
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;t tS'': ::

0nce the [",.1"::; t<ev is pressed and measurement
il!;::$l$r}:]lii
1r li:rl !:

I UI.: ti

press of the !""L::":i key will not activate the

measurement is complete.
(Thi. is to prevent duplicate storing of

results are stored, any further

srorins lrrrct inn until the next

identical values. )

O When the memory becomes full

When the data stored into memory reaches the maximum storable 1eve1, no more

data can be stored.

The MEM0RY-MENU screen and the Measurement screen indicate "FULL. "

Indicates that the
stored data into
memory has reachcd
thc maximum levcl

T
o

MEI'I0RY MENU screen
(When the stored data reaches
the maximum storable level)

When you want to start storing new data

Clear all dar.a

- (-i
l. Press ir,rEaronvr key for more than 1 second.\.^-)
2.

3.

4.

MEASUREMENT screen
(When the stored data reaches

the maximum storable 1eve1)

Confirm that the "MEI4ORY MENU" appears.

Select "DELETE ALL"

are deleted and the number of data to be stored is reset.
oWhen "NOT DELETE" is selected, the data deletion stops.

sT0ct( tt*0RY
fIFI FTF II
REALLY?

C0tJ t{T 50,,'5
L ilA TA

>t*OT DTLT T E
BELETE

Confirm that the "MEM0RY ALL DELETE" screen appears. 
t

oWhen "DELETE'. 1s selected, a melody p1ays, the
delete confirmation screen appears, and all stored data MEM0RY ALL DELETE screen

STOSK FATA
>TX IT

HAX TTHSRY :5S
FRIt{T & SEHS
*E}IU*OUTPUT
DELTTE A!-L

ATTE HT I CT,} 1 I

I}ST HIRE TO SEH$ 
'ATAPftffARE A LOl OF TAPER

$l 50 FUL

fi0/101 VD:13.?5
A/ $P}I CYL AX
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*[#ORY BATA CLIARf }
sT08r Hr*sRY csul{T frlt

>[XIT

5" When "DELETE" is selected, the Delete confirmation screen appears.

DELETE C0NFIRMATI0N screen

6. Press t ;* i t "v una return to "MEM0RY" screen.
-.*r,.. ij

O Changing the storable data sets

t*:l
1. Press luEi,erYl key for more than 1 second'

\.-- , _,.,-....,.J

2. Conf irm that the "MEMORY MENU" appears...,.. q

3. Move the cursor to "MAX MEMORY" and pr..r +. j, k"v , and the number of storable
data sets can be changed. " l:1:-'''

More data can be stored
by changing the figure
Of ..MAX 

MEMORY,, tO
more than the current
s et t ing.

MEMORY-MENLT screen
(When the stored data reaches the

maximum storable level)

ttil0fiY -
STSCK gATA 3T1 3O FUL
>El( f T

HAX *EUORY :30
PR}IiT E $E}I'
*f,l,lu*suTpuT
*TLf T E ALL

ATTEIITIO}I ! !

USE SIHE TO SETIO OATA
PfiTPARE A LBT OT PIPER

$T0cf( FATA 30/ 4S
>EX IT

f{Ax t*rtsRY :4s
FRIHT & SEf{B
*tltu-0uTPtlT
DELE?E ALL

*TTE t{T I S!,i I I

USF flIRE TO SEilID OATA
PRTPAfig A LOT OF FAPER
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O Handling the case where new measured values are obtained when the stored data

reaches the maxinum 1evel

(l) "MEMORY" is effective
Q) rc the measurement is newly performed when the stored data reaches the storable

level

1. The measurement will be newly performed under the situation mentioned above in
(1) and (2).

t:!*!*;ln

z. rress 
|i :':Y. i Key.

3. Since the memory is fu1l, thebuzzer beeps three times and the "MEMORY FULL"

scleen appears.

HEHSFY I$
PLTASI ilTLET

F{JLLr *ESORY

>tr&T DTLET E

DELETE

MEMORY FULL screen

4. Select "DELETE" on the "MEMORY FULL" screen, and the "MEMORY ALL DELETE"

scleen appears.
Also on the Memory A11 Delete screen, when "DELETE" is selected, a melody is
played, the Data Delete Confirmation screen appears, and all stored data are
deleted and the data number to be stored is reset.

$TS CK H€H0FY S0lJ f'lT 3013
BELTT E ALL OA TA
RTALLY?

ilsT 0ELrT E

>STLTT€

MEMORY ALL DELETE screen

5. When selecting "EXIT" on the Data Delete Confirmatlon screen, the data rs
printed out and externally delivered, with the new data stored as the first data.

6. When "N0T DELETE" is selected on either the "MEM0RY FULL" screen or "MEM0RY

ALL DELETE" screen, the new dala are not stored, but are only printed out or
externally delivered.

*ETORY SATA SLEARES
$TS CK ilTHSRY SO[J HT S,/ 3

}TX IT

DATA DELETE C0NFIRMATION screen
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O Printing out stored data

The folLowing is an explanarion of how to print out stored data.

o Stored data are printed out in the order of oldest to newest.

e If a large volume of stored data 1s to be printed out via wireless communication,

it is necessary to continue to aim the main unit toward the light receiving wi.ndow

of the printer. 0therwise, data may not be transmitted.

Therefore, use of ,a dilect comnunication cable is recommended for printing.

1. Continue pressing l*u*o*t! key ln the standby state to call forth the "MEMORY

-MENU" screen.

Y-
$TS SK D ATA 3O/ 4S
>ax tT

TAX trETSNY :40
FFIHT & $TilD
*Et{u*0ri?PuT
FELETE ALL

ATTE T{T t OI{
UST H IRE
PAT PAHE A

t!
TO Sf fiIS DA TA

LO T SF PA PER

MEMORY-MENU screen

2.

o Confirm that the "PRT LTNIT N0" matches the printer. Do not select "SELECT"

o Printout is done according to the data transmission format and external delivery
format set in the "7-4 0UTPUT Scr:een" (p. 71).

o Be sure to select "0FF" for setting "RV OUT" If it is "0N" the pupil diameter

dataare omitted. "Remote Vision" can be set only for the data of the*_f,irst person.
.:-l

To change the setup, move the cursor to "MENU-0UTPUT" and press ti::-i key, to
display "7-4 0LTTPUT Screen" (p.71).

. For printing out stored data,
using a direct communication cable is recommended (p. 62).

o Printing out a large amount of
data requires many sheers of paper.
Confirm that there is sufficient paper beforehand.

o When the paper runs oul,, do not turn off the power but feed new paper.
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3"

4.

5.

When you move the
data are sent.

Data transmlssion

If you want to stop

cursor to "PRINT & SEND" and press key, al1 the storedin I
I arm'i,i

is done first to the printer and then to

the transmisslon, hold the start switch

The eYtpvn2l enrt i nmenl.

down for about 1 second.

Sending the maxlmum number of
stored data as allowed by the
storable data set set ringSTOCK DATA 30/ 4O

EXIT PRINT & SEND
HAX ME!IORY :40

>PRINT & SEND
HEI'IU-OUTPUT
DELETE ALL

N !!
TO SEND DATA

A LOT OF PAPER

ATTE HT
USE W I

PREPAR

Blinks while data are
transmi tted

Indicates that transmission has

been suspended by pressing the
start switch for about one second

MEMORY-MEI{U screen (printing)

Before printing, nake sure

charged. It is necessary to
turns off during printing.

t,hat the printer
restart operatlon

sufficiently
when the power

battery is
in the case

6. When printing out stored data, select a settable device number other

than "SELECT" from among the "PRT UNIT N0. " in the "7-4 0L:TPLIT

Screen" (p.71). When it is set t,o "SELECT" data cannot be

transmitted on the MEM0RY-MENU screen.

ilEtrUI{I *E!TTT'U

sr0cK sATA 3s/ 40
>EXIT

*AX tE#SRY :40
PR1['tT & $E]tS
flE'*U-OUTPUT
OELTTE ALL

ATTE iIT } Ot{ I 1

IJST H } NT TS SgI'ID SA TA
PREPARE A LST OF PAPER

If "PRT LINIT N0. " is set to
"SELECT", a caution wi1l

appear.

MEMORY-MENL screen

Dd



T Automatic Data Backup Function
The automatic data backup function allows you to redisplay and print out the

data obtained before the power shutdoivn in the following circumstances. By

a:JL"*ar'1

pressing I B i key after turning on the power.
li FE&? :i
ri..,..",,.-..-g

o The power

. The power

. The power

1. Turn on

the data
printed

went off while carrying the main unit.
was turned off by mistake.

went off during data output such as printing or external delivery'

i."j'11""-;

rhe power, and pressl;:tij The "LAST DATA screen appears, and

effective irnmediately before the power shutdown is displayed'
out or externally delivered.

LAST DATA screen

. If you access the menu screen, the data effective immediately before the

power shutdown will be deleted.
c The automatic data backup function does not work if the retroillumination

mode (p.60) was used immediately before the power shutdown.

o If power goes down during measurement, the data effective immediately

before the power shutdown is not outputted if the measured values have not

been obtained.

o The output time indicates the time when the power was turned on. Note that
it is not the time when power went off.

o If the battery pack runs down, the automatic data backup function does not
work,

r:#*a-.
li tinl ilit --* i;

Time when ri*llL*i key is
nressed alter the oower

goes off

Pl{0. 023
*Q? S$.e8 9?:15 PH
- 4,2S Rl : 8.00
- 0.?$ fi? : 7,99

180 tXl: 175
Pfi IHT S SEi{F

- 4.00 Rt : 8.00
- 0.50 Rt : ?.9$

180 AXl: 175

-R-
$FH
CYL
AX
-L*
sPrl
6YL
AX
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5-6 Retroillumination Mode

The retroillumination mode is available in cases such as where measured values

vary or the confidence level is low. This mode facilitates observation in the

ootic media.

i;;Ra-l
L. Press |--1yt'f key several times

until the "PUPIL" LED goes on.

The retroillumination mode is selected and

the screen changes accordingly.
Once in the retroillumination mode, the

fixation target illumination automatically
changes to "Low. "

2. Press the start switch.
The center bricht spot becomes lit.
Since the extraocular illumination (the

lisht llluminating the iris and other
extraocular area) goes out, you must set the

instrument in the position beforehand from

where the inside of the pupil can be

observed. Any foreign objects, such as

opacity in the crystal Iens, that obstruct
the measuring beam, appear as black shades

ETfiO

ETRO

on the screen.
o A better view may result by shifting the image off center. In particular,

an opacity existing in the center can only be seen bir projecting light
off the opacity.

r Do not expose the patient's eye to external light (such as illumination
from a fluorescent tube) as that may lead to a deterioration of
visibility.

3. Press the start switch to restore the

condition given in Step l.

4. Press I 1t'lo i key to return to the original condjtion.
L slpll i

-4
& . The power automatically switches off after 3 minutes from starting

observation with the Retroillurnination Mode.

o ilhen the Retroillumination Mode is used, the instrument does not make an

R/L judgment.
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6. Printing Out Stored Data

A printout can be made using either wireless
case, use the supplied printer.

6-1 For Wireless Communication

or a cable connection. In either

Data lamp

ing windo

-F',;
"l.-F'-,.,
_ | .yr.*.

.,;.,

i ,./

I ioht roeeiv

1. Set the print roll correctly. (pB0)

2. After the end of the measurement, aim the front
side (patient side) of the main unit toward the

Iight receiving window of the printer, and press

ll i',ii: ::
lwa:

the i1..=...lj--j key. The measured value will be sent to

the printer wirelessly. You will hear a short
beep, and the data reception lamp will light up"

Data are being transmitted as long as the noise continues from the main unit,
so please do not remove the main unlt from the printer' s light receiving
window durins that time. When the sound ceases, the data transmission is
completed.

OThe functionality of printing is as set onl
o "7-5 PRINT Screen" (p. 73) and
. "7-G RS232C OUTPUT Screen" (p. 74).

OTo produce an eye print
r Move to t,he -7-5 PRINT

Pr-int" to 0N.

. If the EYE PRINT on the

Screen" (p. 73) and set "Eye

"7-5 PRINT Screen" (p. 73) is set to "0N

ic'l
can be produced by pressing the ','*39,",J keyBY Sli" , an eye print

for one second.

3. The printer discharges paper showing rhe measured values.
Tear out the paper by pullinc it toward you.

The printer may fail to operate in the following situations:
r The light from the main unil does nol rcach the prlnter when, -or example, a person

passes between the main unit and printer.
r The printer is used at a place more than 6 m away from the main unit.
. There is an angle of nore than 45 degrees between the front side of the main unit and

the lieht receiving window of thc printer. ,,-,...
ln such cases, move near the printer and press 1 "*, i 

on." again to send data. Printout

can be made as many times as necessary before the next measurement starts.
When measuring the next patient, be sure to make a printout before starting the

measurement.

Retlnomax 3 series cannot be used with a printer provided for use with
Retinomax, Retinomax K-plus, Retinomax 2, or Retinomax K-plus2.
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6-2 For Wired Connection

The following explains how to make a printout using

1. Set the print ro11 correctly. (p80)

2. After the end of the measurement, connect the

main unit and printer via the direcr print

cable, and then n."r, i'B;ii1n"u'' 
\-1i1:;;,

OThe functionality of printing is as set on:

o "7-5 PRINT Screen" (p.73) and

o "7-G RS232C oUTPUT Screen" 6.74).

OTo produce an eye print
. Move to the "7-5 PRINT Screen" (p.73) and

"EYE PRINT" to 0N.

. If the EYE PRINT on the "7-5 PRINT Screen"

a direct print cable.

.':ii..::., .,
,./" +4

,i.,,:,.:r.r"::...1;1. -:..i
*_". ._*lr
' *.....::":::..;it ...:'

The measured data ls transmitted through the :'':rii 
"i

direct cable to the printer and printed out i .

there. When the printer receives data :

normally, 1t makes a short beep, and continues to receive the

lamp will remain lit while the data are being received, so

the cable from elther the main unit or the printer at this
sound stops, the data transmission is completed.

data. The data

do not remove

time. When the

Sil" , an eye print can be produced by pressing

after the regular prlnting is completed.

set

1p. Z3)

I iEl ,i
:j *- 

ii
r]^^ t ?F*' I

The prinrer discharges
va lues.

paper showing the measured

Tear out the paper by pulling it toward you.

Retinomax 3 series cannot be used wlth a printer provided for use with
Retinomax, Retlnomax K-p1us, Retinomax 2, or Retinomax K-plus2.

is set to "0N BY

lrarr fnr ^no 
qeennrl

rt! J r vr

3.

If the connector is not properly connected to the main unit or the printer,
you may not be able ro make a printout. Make the connection again and press

ir i?r ! ri
ii ta' ;
1*:.:.1,.,11 key once again to

When measurlng the next
the measurement.

send data.

patient, be sure to make a printout before starting
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6-3 Sample Printouts (l{hen KER PRINT Is Set to ALL for Keratometric Measurement)

See Section 7, "setting Up the Instrument" (p. 67) '

Sample printouts

Sample Printout of ref values +

pupil diameter values

names b1, hand writlng as needed.

Patient number

Measured Ref values +

pupil diameter
values
(right eye)

Measured Ref
(1eft eye)

Sanple printout of
keratometric
measurenent

Measurement

date/t ime

Corneal vertex
dt stance

Keratome tr i c

measurement
values (right
eye)

Pupil diameter value

Representat i ve

keratometrlc
measurement

values (right eye)

Right-e:re confidence
1evel (p. ,15)

Keratometric
measurement
values
(left eve)

Representat ive
keratometrrc
measuremenL

Values
(Left eyc)

AX correction mar

AX,i 45: 4b.
correct 10n

AI,i 90: 90'
correc t 10n

AX,/ 135 : 13 5"

correction
AX: NO

correction

Quick mode mark

Representative ReI
y3lugs + pupil
diameter values
(ri ght c-ve)

'07. 8.17 14:58

Name:

No. 003 VD: 1 3. 75

IR] SPH CYL AX

+ 6.00 - 1.75 36

x 4.6 y 4.6
+ 6.00 - 1"75 37

x 4.6 y 4 6

+ 6.00 - 1.50 37

x 4.6 y 4.6
+ 6.00 - 1.75 38

x 4.6 y 4.6
+ 6.00 - 1.75 31

x 4.6 y 4 6

* + 6.00 - 1.75 36 10

x 4.6 y 4.6

IL]- SPH CYL AXl90
+ 5.75 - 1.25 42 0

+ 5.75 - 1.25 42 0

+ 5.75 - 1 25 42 0

+ 5.75 - 1.25 42 0

i 5.75 - 1.25 41 0

x+5.75 -1.25 4210

IR] - Rl R2 AXl AX2

8. 38 8.12 42 132

8.37 8.13 41 r31

8.39 8.12 41 131

*838 8.13

40.25 41

41. 50 1 31

40. 87

- 1.25 41

tL] R1 R2 AXl

8.44 8.14 40 130

8.44 8.14 40 130

8.45 8. 13 40 1

* 8.44 8.14 40 130

mm D deg

R] B.44 40.00 40

R2 8.14 41.50 130

AV 8.29 40.75

cYL - 1. 50

Ielephone number
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'07.

Name:

No. 003

tR] SPH

- 4.15

8.17 14:58

VD:13. 75

CYL AX

- 0.25 168

OFFICE NAME

Te I ephone number

Eye Print Printout PERI Printout

Ri ght
fixed
value

Right
f ixed
r.a 1ue

eye cente

Radius of
curvature at
tlme of
ri ght-eye
periphery
measurement
(tangent i a 1

direct ion)

Corneal
refractive power

on rlght eye

periphery (D)

Left eye

center fixed
hor izonta l
value

Left eye center
fixed vertical
value

Radius of
curvatufe at
time of left
e-ve periphery
mea surement
(tangent ia 1

\dlrect 10n/

Cornea 1

refract i ve

powel on

left eye
periphery
(D)

hor i zonta 1

eye center
vert i ca 1

Fvo p1

Mes sage

Right-eye eccentricity
Conparison between center
curvature and peripheral
curva ture.
This data means the following:
- Approx. 0.5 in standard

condi t i on.

- The closer to 0, the more

spher i ca 1.

- The closer to 1, the greater
the peripheral cccentricitY.

Lse this as reference values
when selecting contact lenses.

Left eve eccentricity

Mes sage

The measured values are always printed in order from the right to the left
eye, even when the left eye was measured flrst.

'07. 8. 17 14: 58

VD: 13.75

_KER (P) -
tRl mm D

H 7.95 42.50
v 7.79 43.37

T 7.96' 42.31
N 8.03 42.00
s 7.99 42.25
| 8 02 42.12

E(H ) 0.267
E(V ) 0.606
E(AV) 0 461

tll mm /D

u 1 11' 43.75

P (25' )

mmD
r 1 .90-42.15
N 7. 92 42.62
s 7. 94 42.50
| 8.00 42.25

E(H ) 0.190
E(V ) 0.673
E(AD 0.499

OFFI CE NAME

Te I ephone number
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6-4 Printout (Mu1tip1e Printers)

6-4-1 Usins Multiple Printers

If two or more printers are avai.lable in the room, set the DIP switch of each

printer as described below in order to avoid mutual interference.
The ID number of each printer corresponds to the ID number of the main unit,
which is set with "PRT LNIT N0. " in "7-4 OUTPUT Screen" (p' 71) '

ID number DIP switch settings Corresponding key when

PRT UNIT N0. is
"sELECT"

i
Factory
coft i no

r?a456?8

2

i23456?8

3

12n45678 i5l
4

1t:4E6?8
rffi't
[]

Examples of transmission from the main unit to printers

DIP switchw
--, t 

t'

.'aj

It is possible to change the
(e^rt F^rtrON )LLLUI

ar--__

ltlat'J

J')a'-"'

1- -

a- a'

,E

ID1

TD2

ID3

!- -r__=\+

'l r 
.*.--

,, TD3

ID number for each printer by setting "PRT UNIT N0. "

i*
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1. SCt ..PRT 
UNIT NO. 

,' tO ..SELECT'' ON ..7-4 
OUTPUT

creen" (p. 7i).
2. Perform measurement.

3. r 14hen transmirting via wireless communication, aim

the front side of the main unit at the light
receiving window.

o lYhen transmltting via wired connection, connect

the main unit and the printer with a direct print
cab 1 e.

SELECT UHIT

123

lll No. selection TD Number Selection screen

HO

tffilt

4. press ii lel I key.
ii F'RNI ii
L!,*d

5. As shown on the figure on the right, the

screen appears.

6. Press the key corresponding to the printer that will receive the data.

7. The corresponding printer will make a printout.

O-4-2Chaneing the Print Format

The prlnt format can be changed for refractive,/kerato measurement values using dipswitch
a

Print format I
Factory setting

Print out in the followlng order
-REF_

tRl

lLl
_KER-

lRl
lLl

Print format 2 Print out in the following order
_REF-

tR.l
_KER_

tRl
_REF_

tLl
_KER_

lLl

Print format State of dipswitch = 8

1

12 3 4 5 67I

2

Before printing, make sure

necessar)' to restart operat

that the printer battery

ion in the case when the

is sufficiently charged. It is
power turns off during printing.

bt)



HOLD i,ODE

>EX IT

0utcK :N0RMAL

RL SENSE : AUTO

R/K MODE : R/K

AX ROTATION :NOR[|AL

SETUP

>EX IT
IUENU_SET

i,ENU.HOLD

MENU_OUTPUT

l|lENU_CLOCK

|'|ENU_NO

N0 001

>EX IT
001

010

100

RESET

/ START: INC QUICK:DEC/

4t. Settine Up the Instrument

The main unit can be set to various
conditions as shown below.

Move the cursor ( tr ) to the

desired ltem, and then press
i."'..::'].-''":1

l,Yjr.
{*:-Y;i key to move t,o the next

screen.

SET-l\{ENU

>EX II
READING :AUTO

CyL : Mt NUS

VD :13. 75

BUZZER :ON

I ND I CATOR : ON

AUTO QU I CK: ON

PARALLEL :ON

pup I L :ONE

Measurement setup

PRINT

>EXIT
REF PRINT :ALL

KER PR I NT : REP

PUPIL PRINT:OFF

ti|SG PRINT :0FF

EYE PRINT :OFF

Mode store/setup

Pr i nt setup

CLOCK

07.08.15 12:324M
>EX IT

YEAR :07

MONTH :OB

DAY :1 5

HOUR :12

I4INUTE :32

DATE_FORM : MDY

TIME.FORIi| :AM/PM

/ START: I NC OU I CK: DEC/

OUTPUT

>EX IT
PRINT

RS232C

PRT UNIT NO :1

RV 6UT :OFF

PRT RS OUT :OFF

EDI T II|ESSAGE

RS232C OUTPUT

>EX IT
RS232C REF :OFF

RS232C KER :OFF

RS232C PUPIL:OFF

[{ESSAGE

R I GHTON

RETINOIIIAX K-PLUS 3

>EX IT
ABCDEFGHIJ
KL[4NOPORST
UVl1XYZ _/
0123456789

/ START: INC QUICK:BS /

Message input
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7-l SETUP Screen
f-*_r

Pracc I xcgt i,--"" 
r........ i

Satrrn cnrpan

displayed on

sub-menu.

I Selecting an iten
A menu item ls selected
To move the cursor, use

,iRErftsj,and i rup* i keys simultaneously to display the

in the viewfinder. You can select any item

the Setup screen to move to the corresponding

SETUP

>EX IT

MENU-SET

lYlENU-HOLD

ll,lENU-OUTPUT

MENU-CLOCK

|tlENU-NO

when the cursor ( tr ) lies to its left.
one of the following keys:

,_=*ikev: 146uut the cursor (tr) down.

r;;"t
1..1.:.1 key: 14ou"t the cursor (tr) up.

I Moving to a sub-menu or configuring settings
l'*T.l*i

For an ltem that has a sub-menu, press .i *;- i. to"v whiie the item is selected (the

cursor tris positloned next to the it;;f
{:";;:;:1

For an item Lhat has conligurable setiings, each press of ! -j- t key displays

the next configurable setting. Determine the desired setting.
The current settings displayed on the screen take effect when you exit the screen.

ltem Qof t i no

EXIT Mores 1o the measuremenl screen

T,IE\L'_SET Moves to the SET-l,{El'trL screen (p. 69)

ME\L_HOLD Moves to the I{0LD MODE screen (p.70)

ME)IL _OLTPL T Moves to the OLTPUT screen (p.71)

ME\t_CLOCK Moves to the CLOCK screen (p.75)

ME\t_\O Moves to the \0 (patient number) screen (p.76)
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7-2 SET-MENU Screen -- Meecq€494--S9@p

Use this screen to configure settings that work durLng

measurement.

See "7-l SETUP Screen" (p.68) for instructions on

selecting items and configuring settings'

SET-MENU

> EXIT

READING :AUTO

CyL :lv]|NUS

vD :13.75
BUZZER :ON

INDICATOR :ON

AUTO QU I CK: ON

PARALLEL :ON

PUPIL .ONE

I tem Selections
(default setting in
boldface)

Sottino

EXIT Moves to the SETUP screen

REAII\G AUTO Enables automatic measurement termination

CO\T Disablcs automatic measurement termination

CYL MlX (r) Disables cont,ersion of measured CYL value

MINUS (-) Converts CYL to a negative value

PLUS (-) Converts CYL to a positive value

VD 12.0 Sets corneal vertex distance (\rD) in mm

13. 5

15.0

16. 0

0.0
BTZZER ON Buzzer 0\ Enable/disables all buzzer

beeps except in setuP and

printing processes
OFF Buzzer OFF

I\DICATOR ON Enables the alignment direction indication
func t i on

OFF Disables the alignment direction indication
func t i on

ALTO QIICK ON Enables the auto qulck function

OFF Disables the auto quick functlon

PARALLEL ON Enables the horizontal indication function

OFF Dlsables the horizontal indication function

PLPIL ONE Obtains one pupil diameter per eye

mea surement

ALL Always measures pupil diameter aftcr
refractive measurement of each eye

mcasurement
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7-3 HOLD MODE $qreen -- Uoie SlprelSetgp

Use this screen to dlsabie some of the initial
settings given at power-on time.

See "7-1 SETUP Screen" (p.68) for instructions
selecting items and configuring settings.

HOLD MODE

>EX IT

OUICK :NORMAL

RL SENSE :AUTO

R/K M0DE :R/K

AX ROTATION :NORillAL

on

Item Sel ections
(default setting 1n

boldface)

qatt i no

EXIT Moves to the SETLP screen

QIICK HOLD 0n lnitialization, retains the previously used

quick mode

NORMAL 0n initialization, disables the quick mode

RL SE\SE MA\L-AL 0n initialization, changes to manual R/L

i dent if icat ion

AUTO 0n initialization, enables automatlc R/L

i dent i fi cat ion

R/K MODE HOLD 0n initiallzation, retains the previously used

rnode.

R/K 0n nit alizat on, enables R,/F Mode

AX ROTATIO\ HOLD 0n initialization, retains the previously used

mode

NORMAL 0n initialization, disables the axis correction
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7-4 OUTPUT Screen -- 0utPut SetuP

Use this screen to configure the settings for output

equipment.

See "7-1 SETUP Screen" (p.68) for instructions on

selecting items and configuring settings.

OUTPUT

>EXIT
PRINT

RS232C

PRT UNIT NO :1

RV OUT :oFF
pRT RS OUT :oFF

EDIT MASSAGE

Item Selections
(default setting 1n

boldface)

Sef t i no

EXIT Moves to the SETLP screen

PRINT Moves to the PRI\T screen

RS232C Moves to the RS232C 0LTPLT screen

PRT L\IT \O
)'trotc 1

I Sets the device number of the prlnter
2

3

4

SELECT Selects the destination at each transmission

i.rt*,t0F

PEft1
2

{'} 3

qiltc|( 4

R\T OLT

\ote 1

\ote 2

0\ Enables transmission to the rcmote vision.
(\-o pupil diameter)

OFF Disables transmission to the remote vision.
{Wrth nrrnr I .lr2mater)

PRT RS OIT REF Enables external output of measured refractit'e
values from the printer

R/PLP Enables the external output of refractive
values and pupil diameter values from the

or inter
KER Enables external output of keratometrlc values

and pupl1 dlameter values from the printer
R/K Enables external output of refractive values

and keratometric values from the printer

R/K/PI-PIL Enables external output of measured refractive
values, keratometrlc values and pupil diameter
values from the printer

ufr Disables external output from the printer

EDIT MESSAGE Enables message input

Note 1. When the product is shipped from factory, the main unit, printer, and remote vislon are

all set to ID number "1" . If the Prlnter ID is set to a number other than "1" on

the main unit, change the ID settings on the printer and remote vision to that number.

To change the Printer ID, use the DIP switch as described in "6-4 Printout (Multiple
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Printers)" (p.65). To change the setting of the remote vision ID, refer to the Remote

Vision Instructions.

\ote 2. RV OtT ON :Data on pupil diameter values cannot be transmitted.

PRT RS OLT is on selecting REF'

RV OtT OFF:Transmission of pupil diameter data is on user selection.

PRT RS OLT is on user selection.
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7-5 PRINT $creen -- Print Setup

Use this screen to configure the settings for print
output.
See "7-1 SETUP Screen" (p. 68) for instructions on

selecting items and configuring settings.

PRINT

>EX IT

REF PR I NT: ALL

KER PR I NT: REP

PUPIL PRINT:ON

tvlsc PR I NT: OFF

EYE PR I NT: OFF

Item Selections
(default setting in
boldface)

Set t ing

EXIT \'loves to the SETLP screerl

REF PR]\T ALL Prints all refractive values that are measured

REP Prints only representativc values of mcasured

refractive values

OFF Does not print measured refractive values

KER PRII'IT ALL Pr nts all keratometric valucs that are mcasured

REP Prints only representatlve values of measured

keratometrlc values

OFF Does not print measured keratometric values

PLPIL PRI\T ON Prlnts measured ouoil diameter values

OFF Does not print measured pupil diameter rralucs

MSG PR]NT 0\ Includcs a message in thc printout
utt Does not include a message in the printout

EYE PRINT 0\ Produccs an eye print
O\ BY S\4

Produces an eve printer when key LS

depresscd f,or one second or longer
* At thc time of stored data output, if thc setting
is "0\ BI S\1, " an eye print cannot be produced

OFF Does not produce an eye print
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7-6 RS232C OUTPUT Screen -- External Output Setup

Use this screen to configure external output

set t ings.
See "7-1 SETUP Screen" (p.68) for
instructions on selecting items and

configurlng settings.

RS232C OUTPUT

>EX IT

RS232C REF :OFF

RS232C KER : OFF

RS232C PUP I L: OFF

Item Sc 1 ect ions
(default setting in
boldface)

Set t ing

EXIT Moves to the SETUP screerl

RS232C REF ALL Transmits al1 refractive values that are
measurcd from the main unit to cxternal
equipment via direct cable

REP Transmits only representative values of
rneasured refractive values from the main unlt
to external equipment Via direct cable

OFF Does not transmit measured refractive values
from the main unit to external equipment

RS232C KER ALL Transmits all keratometric values that are
measured from thc main unit to external
equipment rtia direct cable

REP Transmits onl-v rcpresentative valucs of
neasured keratometric values from the main unit
to external equipment via direct cable

OFF Does not transmit measured keratometric values
from the main unit to external equipment

RS232C PLPIL 0\ Transmits measured pupil diameter values from
the main unit to external equipment

OFF Does not transmit measured pupil diameter
values from the main unit to external equipment

\ote: The followlng settings apply to both communications from the main unit to external
equipment and from the printer to external equipment.

Baud rate 9600 bps

Data bits 8 bits
Parity \one

Ston hi tq 2 bits
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7-7 CL0CK Screen -- Time Setup

Use this screen to set the time of the internal clock

and specify the date/time print format.

See "7-1 SETUP Screen" (p' 68) for instructions on

selecting items and confi.guring settlngs.

0nce the clock time is changed, it takes effect upon

exiting from the CLOCK screen.

CLOOK

07.08.15 12:32AM

>EX IT

YEAR :07

MONTH :OB

DAY :15

HOUR .12

M INUTE '.32

DATE-FORM : MDY

TINlE-FORlvl :Atvl/PM

/ START: I NC 0U I CK: DECI

I tern Set t ing Configuration and selections (default setting in
boldface)

EXIT Moves to the SETLP screen.

YEAR Sets the year The start switch adds one \rear
' gilr* I
.. n-*.....j key subtracts one year

MO\TII Sets the month Tl're start switch adds one month
&lrrk i

\&/ kev subtracts onc month

DAY Sets the dal The start switch adds one day

.:!1....1.. :.. -: Le) sublranls onn da)

HOtR Sets the hour The start switch adds one hour
iluicr i

*.i key subtracts one hour

MI\LTE Sets the minutc The start switch adds one mlnute
e!t[K i

r:-t*.' k.r' subt racrs one minute

DATE F0RI,1 Changcs the date print format YMD (year,.month/day)

MDY (month/day/year)

DMY (day,/monthriyear)

TIME_FORM Changes the time print format AM/PM (l2-hour system)

24-hour svsten

\ote. When a date or time print format is selected, the date,/time display on the 2nd lrnc
of the screcn changes to reflect the selection.



7-8 N0. Screen -- Patient Number Setup

Use this screen to set the patient number. The valid
range is from 001 to 999.

See "7-1 SETUP Screen" (p.68) for instructions on

selecting items and configuring settings.

N0. 001

>EX IT

001

010

100

RESET

/ START: tNC 0UtCK:DEC/

Item Qot+ino Confi gura t ion

EXIT Moves to the SETUP screen

001 Sets the 1s digit The start switch adds one (Example: 097 -+ 098)

I {lJrCf i

l--*-i.""r key subtracts one (Example: 097 -+ 096)

Patient number 001 remains unchanged from 001

010 Sets the 10s dicit The start switch adds 10. (Example: 097 -+ 007)

| 4lttt i

''--*i-j key subtracts 10 (Example: 097 -+ 087)

100 Sets the 100s digit The start switch adds 100 (Example: 097 -+ 197)

I gilra{ i

'.ii-i key subtracts 100. (Example: 097 --> 997)

RESET The start switch resets
the number to 001

(Example: 097 --> 001)

The default setting is 001.
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7-9 MESSAGE Screen - Message Input

This screen adds a message to the end of the printout. Move to the message input

screen.

The message can be as long as 24 characters by 2 1ines, or 48 characters in total.
See "7-1 SETUP Screen" (p.68) for instructions on selecting items and

configuring settings, unless otherwise described below

fv|ESSAGE

R|GHT0N o
RETINOIVIAX K-PLUS 3 -

> EXIT

ABCDEFGH IJ
KL|vlNOPQRST
U V lY XY Z _ / @
01 2 3 4 5 6 7I I

/ START: INC QUICK:BS /
/ ANGLE:UP /

I How to enter and set a nessage

O Message area

@ Selectable characters

n in order as

nd press

CharacLer/numbers are displayed in the message area of the scr

they are entered with the press of the start switch.

When the full message is entered, move the cursor to "EXIT"

L.€,_j 
U"u The message is saved, completing the process.

L-;!l iiti

',*-
Moves lhe cursor right

Moves the cursor down

'i., Moves the cursor up

4uri{::i Deletes the prevlously entered character/number

Start switch Enters the character/number at the cursor ( D ) position
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8. Connecting to the Remote Vision and a Computer

The main unit and the printer have connectors for linking to external equipment.

These connectors provide an interface that complies with EIA RS-232C.

Measurement results can be sent via these connectors to external equipment such

as a commercially available PC.

Once the Retinomax is connected with the Righton Auto Optester Remote Vision

or Nikon Auto 0ptester 0T-3A/0T-5A/0T-7A/0T-BA via wireless transmission, the

measurement data can be automatically set as lens power values when starting
subjective inspection using the Remote Vision Auto 0ptester. This speeds up the

Eye Exam. For more details on ihis interface, contact your dealev. lpl2)

I Wireless transmission to the Renote Vision

When the Righton Auto 0ptester Remote Vision is used, it can receive data

wirelessly using the infrared communication feature of the Retinomax. To utilize
the wireless transmission, configure the Remote Vision as though it is a

Rer-inomax printer.

r Set "RV 0UT" on "7-4 OL-TPL T Screen" (p.71) to "0N"

During normal use, be sure to set the "RV OUT" setting on "7-4 OLTTPUT

Screen (p. /l/ lo urr

If it is set to "0N" the settings of "7-4 0UTPUT Screen" (p.71) , "7-E

PRINT Screen" (p.73) and "7-6 RS232C 0UTPUT Screen" (p.74) will be

i gnored.

o Set the ID number which can be set with Item "PRT UNIT N0. " on the "7-4

OI-TPL'T Screen" (p. 71), to the same number as of the "Setting for wireless
communication with the Retinomax" parameter of "Communication setup"

configured on the Remote Vision. (The default setting is "1" .)
Also read the instructions shipped with the Remote Vision.

Wireless tl:
conmunicatiofl ,'it'tt'

-,..-V *
.**,," ;..,. ll'. i
:^t:tl -.d,

'?Ff.

'g'ft.'-
]r,:,,

.:1...

i
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O Transmission via the printer

It is possible to transmit data from the printer to an external device. To do

+r.-.i- ^1,,^ +L^ ^^tional comrnunication cable to the communication connector onLlllb, ptuE, urrc ulJ

the printer.

r Set "PRT RS 0UT" on the "7-4 0UTPUT Screen" (p.71) as required.

.r_,"r,,4:F,,f_l
-1..,..,r,i1 

r....t,...-,..:.:

-n"':ffi 
'\.. ' 

t"t'n&

"^{'::: 
':+/'" 7i"-

oS/, .i.. 
1rll-. 

-.:1. Wireless

,j..,1 communication

l1-,.i
r!..r

To external device

O Direct communication to an external device

It is possible to transmit data directly to an external device. To do this, plug

the onf.ion:l d.irect comnunicatlon cable lnto the communication connector on the

main unit.

r Set "7-6 RS232C 0UTPUT Screen" $.74) as required.

To external device

1,.-.:.,4:::.1 "*

I

&rourro*
Make sure to switch each unit's power off when connecting a conmunication cable.

Connecting a cable with the power on may lead to problems.
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9. Maintenance

9-1 Checking the Measurement Accuracy

Before using the instrument, check the measurement accuracy of the instrument

by measuring the model eye included with the Retinomax.

See Section 3, "Setup" for instructions (p. 19)on measuring the model eye and

checking accuracy.

9-2 Replacine the Print Rol1

When the print paper nears the end of the roll, red lines appear on both edges

of the paper. This indicates that it is time to replace the paper rol1. (ttre

print paper should be one designated by the manufacturer. )

1. Press the release button on the printer.

e Open Lhe paper holder cover.

@ Remove the remaining print roL1.

2. Remove the shipping tape from the new print roll.

3. Put a crease slightly past the peel mark.

Gently cut the paper along the crease.
(Cutting out the paper as shown on the

right prevents accidental printing on

l-he peeJ mark. Also, the paper i s
easier to install. )

Set the ro11 along the guide, as shown

on the right. The paper must be

positioned as shown below.

4.

q

:i
t:
,,1

.. - .*,,.{{,,+--....

- ,v+
.: :.: ::: : : :: i).....;" - - " ^1-

ar
a .:- I

.-+fi/.#,.ff,"
j
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6. Press down the print ro11 as you close the paper holder cover'

7. Switch on the power. Press the feed button and verify that the print paper

comes stralght out.

If it comes out askew, remove the paper holder cover and set the ro11 again.

-4
& r Do not set the print ro11 upside down, as this makes printing impossible.

| 0nce the roll is set in p1ace, do not force the paper out. Damage to the printer
may occur.

9-3 Replacing the Fuses
6qdt\

d*i*hceurrou

Before checking or replacing the fuses, be sure to turn off the power switch and

remove the power cord from the receptacle outlet'
0n1y use fuses as specified below. Other fuses must NOT be used" For spare fuses,

contact your local dealer.
Littelfuse's time-lag fuse, $5 x 20 mm

250 V, 500 mA (ZrS. ;OOXp)

If the power lamp does not light up when the power switch of the station is set

to 0N ( "1" position), the fuses may have b1own.

Remove the fuse holder by applying a sma11 flat-blade screwdriver or other tool
to the tabs on both sides of the fuse holder.
Remove the two fuses from the fuse holder and check if they have blown. Replace

the fuses if blown.

9-4 Cleaning the Forehead Rest

CLean the forehead rest periodically" Wipe off
or tissue paper moistened with absolute alcohol
a1 cohol.

the surfaces using a soft cloth
(commercial product) or rubbing
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9-5 Cleaning the Measuring Window

The measuring window has dust-proof g1ass. If any dust on the glass is vislble
from the patient side, blow off the dust three to four times using the blower

provided. If the dust cannot be removed, wipe off using a lens cleaning solution
or absolute alcohol (commercial product).

Do not put heavy pressure on Ihe dusL-proof glass during wiping since the glass

is thin and easilv broken.

9-6 Cleaning the Model Eye

When correct measured values cannot be obtained with the model eye, its Lens

surface may have been contaminated by dust or fingerprints. In this case, gently

wipe rhe lens surface using a soft, clean cotton cloth (such as gauze) moistened

sliehtiy with lens cleaning solution or absolute alcohol, being careful not to
scratch the surface.
(Do not use a handkerchief or absorbent cotton. )

Even a microscopic scratch on the lens surface of the model eye can reduce the

accuracy of its measurement. Do not bump or throw any hard object against the

model eye as this may cause damage.

9-7 Anpearance Maintenance

Do not use organic solvent (alcohol, ether, paint thinner, etc. ) on painted

surfaces, plastlc components, and printed surfaces. It may cause discoloration,
or the peeling of printed characters. Wipe off stubborn stains liShtly wlth a

gauze moistened slichtly with diluted neutral detergent.

9-8 List of Consunable and Maintenance Parts

Part name Part number Remarks

Print paper rolls (5)

Rofterrr nanlr RT-121 Lithium ion battery

Fuse s

(Littelfuse' s time-lag fuses)

218.500XP Rat i ng

For 250 V, 500 nLA

Size: 05 x 20 mm
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10. Troubleshooting

O If any problems occur, check with the following table
before callrng for repair.

I 1. Main unit

Phenomenon Check point Cause and action
The power lamp does not light
when Retinomax is turned on.

The monitor screen does not turn
on.

If operated from batterY Power,

it is 1ikely that the battery
pack has been fulJy dischargcd.

The battery pack is not charged when

purchased. It may be fu11y
discharged if Retinomax is not used

for a long t imc. Chargc the bat tery
pack.

The power switches off
automatlcallv.

Has the main unit been left
inoperative for more than 3

mi nute s?

The power switches off automatically
if the instrument is left
inopcrative for 3 rninutes.

Is the remaining batter-v chargc
,oSUTIlClCNI I

ll'hen the remaining battery charge is
insufficient, the power switches off
automaticall,v
(See "4-B-2 Battery Low

!r T r^l\lnolcatlon Lp. +lli/

Are the battery chargrng
contacts dirtrr? (p. 15)

Turn the power off, and clean the
pins both on thc main unit and the
station sides.

The batter-v pack cannot be

installed in the main unit.
Is the batter,-v pack in thc
corrcct orientation?

Check to makc slre thc batterY Patk
is correctlf installed. (See "3-2-1

Installing and Removing the Main

lntt LJatLerr ra.i{ lp..lv_,

Keratometric measurement

cannot bc made.

Keratometric measurements var],
wi de 1y.

Is there interference from
external light?

Darken the room. Do not facc the
window during measurements"

ls the eyelid interfering with

measurements?

Raise the e1,e1id.

Refractive measurement cannol

be made.

Refractive measurements vary
widely.

Is the measurement out of range?

Is there foreign matter in the
pupil that obstructs light?

Check in the retroillumination mode"

(p. 60)

o Note regarding the battery packs inc luded with the instrument
This instrument comes with a lithium ion battery, RT-121'

which is equipped with a clock function and various setup

memory functions. When the battery runs down, the time or date
of printing of measured values may change, and each setup

function will not be stored lnto memory, leading to a

return to default settings whenever the power is turned off.
When the batrery pack in the instrumenr runs down,

the indication as shown on the right will appear after the
opening screen.
If such an indication appears, please contact your local
deal er.

BASK UP TftRffR 1

!ASK {.f p e RR0s ?
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4 2" Station

O Check Flashing of the Charging Lamp

The charge lamp begins to flash.

It is 1ike1y that the contact
condition was improper durlng
the initial charging.
Cnnrinrra nharoino

There is 1ike1y a problem with
Lhe station. Contact your

dealer.

Phenomenon Check point Cause and action
Thc charpe Iamn fIashes
durlng charging.

Try reconnecting the marn

unj t or print er accordi ng to
the flow chart below.

I f rhe nrohl em nersi s t s alt er a

check, contact your 1ocal
dea 1 er.

Remove the marn unit or
printer

from the station.

Reset for charging.

Replace with another normal

battery pack and set up for
charging.

The charge lamp 1 ights
cont inuous ly.

There was ijkeLy a problem

with the o1d battery pack.
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I 3. Printer

Phenomenon Check point Cause and action

The printer connected to
the station does not turn
on when the printer power

switch is flipped on.

1s the printer correctlY
connected to the station?

Correct the connectron.
(See *3-4-2 Automatic Charging
of the Printer" [p. 23]. )

Is the station in a

power-off state?
The printer will not operate if
the station is not turned on.

Turn on the stal ion.

The battery pack is set in
the printer, but the
power lamp does not light
when the power switch is
set to on.

Is the battery pack in the

correct orientation?
Check that the battery pack is
correctly installed. (See
*3-2-2 Installing and Removing

the Pri nler Bat lery Pack"

[p. 20]. )

Is the battery lamp

flashing or 1it in yellow?
Recharge the battery pack. (See

"'3-4 Charging the Battery
pack" lp.22).)

The printer power lamp

flashes.
ls the battery lamp

flashing or lit in yellow?
Recharge the battery pack. (See

"3-4 Charging the Battery
pack" lp.221.)

Is the print ro11 set
correctly? (Beeps if not
correctly set. )

Set the print roll correctly.
(See "9-2 Replacing the Prrnt
Rol1" [p. 801. )

Is the paper holder cover
open?
(Beeps if not correctly
set. )

C I nse r he naner hn I der cover.

The buzzer beeps

repeatedl y.

Is the print ro11 set
correct ly?

Set the print ro11 correct l y.

(See "9-2 Repl ac i ng the Pr i nt
Roll" [p. 80]. )

1s there a problem with the

RS-232C connectlon to the
external device or a

problem with the external
devi ce?

Check that the communication
cable is properly connected on

both ends. Careful lv read the
instructions of the external
dev i ce.

Nothing prints" Are you using the
designated print ro11?

Use the designated print rolL

Is the paper holder cover

open?

Close the paper holder cover.

Is the paper roll inserted
upside down?

Set the print ro11 correctly.
(See "9-2 Replacing the Print
Roll" [p. 80]. )
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The printer does not
teceive measurement data
sent from the main unit.

Are there any obstacles
between the main unit and

printer?

Remove the obstacles, or move to
a location free of obstacles.

Is the printer too far away

from the main unit?
DaLa can be transmitted to a

location within 6 meters from
tho nrintor anrl urith qn enqle nlL rr\ Pf

less than 45 degrees between the
front side of the main unit and

the light receiving wlndow of
iho nri nforurr! Ha

Is the ID number of the
printer same as that of the
main unit?

Maich the lD numbers by checking
the OUTPUT screen and the DIP

switch in the printer.
(See "6-4-1 Using Multiple

, ,t T 
^-l 

\rIlnIers Lp. ocl i

Characters are crowded on

the print paper.

The paper does not come

out properly.

Is the print roll set
correct 1y?

Set the print roll correctly.
(See "9-2 Replacing the Print
Rol1" [p. 80]. )

Are there red lines on the
edges of the print paper?

Replace the print roll.
(See "9-2 Replacing the Print
Rol1" [p. 80]. )
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11. Specifications

( Name > Righton Hand Held Auto refract Keratometer

Retinomax K-Plus 3

( Measurenent )
V Refractive neasurement

Measurement range: S+C; -1BD to +23D (for VD value of 12)

C: 0D to -12D, or 0D to +12D

AX: 1o to 1B0o

Measurement step: S and C: 0.25D

AX: I"
Minimum pupil diameter: $2.3 mm

Measurement wavelength: Approx. 860 mm

V Keratometric neasurenent
Measurement range: Curvature:5 mm to 11 mm (67.5D to 30.682D)

Corneal astigmatism 0D to -12D

Measurement step: Curvature 0.01 mm

Corneal astigmatism 0. 12D

Cylinder axis 1o

Measurement area: Center 23", $3.2 (at R of B mm)

Peripheral 50", $6. B (at R of B mm)

V Pupil dianeter
Measurement range: 2.0 mm to 10. 0 mm

Measurement step: 0.1 mm

V Connon to refractive and keratonetric rneasurenent (neasurenent time and node)

R-K mode: Continuous measurement R/K

R/PUPIL

R/PUPIL/K

Single measurement R, K

Measurement time Refractive Data acquisition time per measurement

0.017 sec.

Keratometric Data acquisition time per measurement

0.034 sec.

Puprl diameterData acquisition time per measurement

0.274 sec"

Measurement time for continuous measurement

' R/K continuous measurement:0. 338sec. /measurement

' R/PLTPIL continuous measurement:0. 412sec. /measurement

' R/PUPIL/K continuous measurement :0. 612sec. /'measurement

' R single measurement:0. 138 sec. /neasurement

' K single measurement:0. 200 sec. /measurement
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Measurement modes: Automatic measurement: Auto start, auto stop

Continuous measurement: Auto start, followed by

continuous measurement

Quick measurement: Measurement has

priority over fogging,
resulting in faster
refractive measurement.

Flxation target: Tulip, Rocket, Bear

Fixation target illumination: Changeable between two illuminance
levels

Alignment aiming: l8-dot LED illumination, $2.6 mm (at R of B mm)

RetroilLumination : Pressing the RTRO key turns off extraocular
illurnination and alignment mark indications,
enabling observation of opacity and scars in optic
media of patient s eye.

Corneal vertex distance: 0, 12, i3.5, 13.75, 15, and 16 mm

Right/left eye identification: Auto,/manual (switchable)

V Memory function Data on 50 persons (100 eyes) at maximum storable

V Power saving function Power switches off automatically after 3 minutes

in standbY state

( Mai.n unit, etc.
Main-unit dimensions: 170(W) x 240(D) x 230(H) mm

Weight: 899 g (without battery)
999 g (with battery)

Realtime clock: Built-in realtime clock for dateltime printing
Monltor: 0 .2-inch color viewfinder
Input: RS232C interface (external connector)

0utput: Infrared communication, external computer

RS232C interface (external connector)

NTSC video output
Melody sound: Possible (not during measurement)

Print message: Posslble

Power source: Input DC8. 2V 1. 0A

Charging DCB.4V 1. 1A

V Station
Battery charging: Automatic charging

Power consumption: 0.44

Fuses: Littelfuse's time-lag fuses

Rating: 250 Y, 500 mA (218.500XP)

Size: 05 x 20 mm

Weight: 1360 e
Dimensions: 185(W) x 101(H) x 263(D) mm
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V Printer
Print paper width: 58 mm

Drive: Powered from the station (when docked with the

stat ion)
Battery drive (when separated from the station and

a battery pack is installed)
Battery: Lithium ion battery (RT-121)

Working time: B0 minutes on a full charge

Charging time: 120 minutes max.

Input: Infrared communication, RS232C

0utput: RS232C

Weight: 595 g (without battery)
Dimensions: 100(\4) x 81(H) x 263(D) mm

Eye print. diagram: Possible

Power source: Input DC7. 4Y I.2A
Charging DCB.4V 1. 14

V Battery pack

Battery: Lithium ion battery (RT-121)

Nominal voltage: 7.4 VDC

Nominal capacity: 7.7A

Weight: Approx 100 g

Dimensions: 37. 6 (\4) x 20.4(H) x 71. 6 (D) mm
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UL 60601' 1, 1"t Edition, 2006-04-26
(Medical Electrical Equipment, Part 1: General Requirements for Safety)

CAN/CSA- C22.2 No. 601. 1-M90. 2005
(Medical Electrical Equipment - Part 1: General Requirements for Safety)
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Spectrally weighted photochemical radian ces Le and Ln give a measure of the potential

that exists for a beam of tight to cause photochemical hazard to the retina. Zn gives

the measure for eyes in which the crystalline lens is in place. Ze gives this measure

either for eyes in which the crystalline lens has been removed (aphakes) and has not

been replaced by a LlV-blocking lens or for the eyes of very young children.

The value stated for Retinomax 3, Retinomax K-plus 3 gives a measure of hazard

potential when the instrument is operated at maximum intensity and maximum

aperture. Values of In or Za over 80 mW(cm2 ' sr) are considered high for beams which

wholly filla dilated pupil.

The values of Lt or Le for the Retinomax 3, Retinomax K-plus 3 are sufficiently low as

shown on the following page.

The retinal exposure dose for a photochemical hazard is a product of the radiance and

the exposure time. For instance, at a radiance level of 80 mW(cm2 ' sr), 3 min

irradiation of the dilated (8mm diameter) pupil would cause the retinal exposure dose

level to attain the recommended exposure limit. If the value of radiance were reduced

to 40 mW(cmz . sr), twice that time (i.e. 6 min) would be needed to reach the

recommended limit. The recommended exposure does is based on calculations arising

from the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists6CclH) -
Threshold Limit Values for Chemical Substances and Physical Agents (fggS-fgg6

edition).

The following page shows the graph of spectrum output for the Retinomax 3, Retinomax

K-plus 3. Patients will be at iow risk of acute optical radiation with the Retinomax 3,

Retinomax K-p1us 3. However, it is recommended that the intensity of light directed

into the patient's eye be limited to the minimum levei which is necessary for diagnosis.

The total of the retinal exposure dose must be carefully watched for infants, aphakes

and persons with diseased eyes who are at greater risk when other ophthalmic devices

with a hish level of radiance are used in conjunction.
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Spectrum output of all light source during refract measurement
(maximum light intensity)

,103
lz 

--

(Retinomax 3. Retinomax K-plus 3)

OO

={
-Ao-
c

.g
Ga

300 400

Radiance
*1 Le 380-700nm
*2 Le 305-700nm

500 600 700 800

Wavelength(nm)

378(u Wcn2 ' sr)

307(.u Wcm2 ' sr)

Spectrum output of all light source during kerato measurement
(maximum light intensity)

( Retinomax K-plus 3)

0.25

0.2
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0

300 500 600 700 800

Wavelensth(nm)

0.138(s W/cm2 ' sr)

0.77 4(s W/cm 2 ' sr)
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o
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E

*1 L.q.: Spectrally weighted photochemical aphakic source radiance
*2 LB: Spectrally weighted photochemical phakic source radiance
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The patient environment represents a space where there is a possibility of direct contact

between the patient or the operator and third person.

When another type of device is used in the patient environment, use a device that
complies with IEC 60601-1-1. If the devices that do not comply with IEC 60601-1-1 are

used., it is necessary to use an isolating transformer to power the device or to connect

the devices to additional protective grounding.

Radius of 1.5m

2.5m

1.5m 1.5m

-*-""t

.i,-r-L
\t L-,?
\/
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Information of EMC(Electro Magnetic Compatibility)

. Retinomax 3, Retinomax K-plus 3 complies with the limits for medical devices in IEC

60601-1-2:2001, EN 60601-1-2:2001, and Medical Device Directive 93l421EEC.

These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful
interference in a standard medical installation. Retinomax 3, Retinomax K-plus 3

generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used

in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to other devices

in the vicinity. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a
particular installation. If the device does cause harmful interference to other

devices, which can be determined by turning the device off and on, the user is
encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measuresl

1 . Reorient or relocate the receiving device.

2 . Increase the distance to the device.

3 . Correct the device into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the

other device(s) are connected.

4 . Consult the manufacturer or field service technician for assistance.

. In installation and operation of the device, observe the following instructions about

EMC(electromagnetic compatibility):
1 . Do not use the device simultaneously with other electronic equipment to avoid

electromagnetic interference with the operation of the device.

2 . Do not use the device near, on, or under other electronic equipment to avoid

electromagnetic interference with the operation of the device.

3. Do not use the device in the same room with other equipment such as

life-support equipment, other equipment that has major affects on the life of

the patient and results of treatment. or other measurement or treatment
equipment that involves small electric current.

4 . Do not use the device simultaneousl5'with portable and mobile radio frequency

communication systems because it may have an adverse effect on operation of

the device.

5 . Do not use cables and accessories that are not specified for the device because

that may increase the emission of electromagnetic waves from the device or the

system and decrease the immunity of the device to electromagnetic

disturbance.
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EMC (Electromagnetic Compatibility )

The Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive sets the essential requirements for electrical and electronic

equipment that may disturb or even be disturbed by other equipment. The Retinomax 3, Retinomax K-plus

3 compiies with these requirements as tabled below. Follow the guidance on the tables for use of the

device in the electromametic environment.

EMC(IEC60601- 1-2:2001)

Guidance and manufacturer's declaration - electromagnetic emiss
R"t@3areintendedforuseintheeIectromagneticEnvironmentspecifiedbe1ow.TheCustomer
or the user of the Retinomax 3. Retinomax K-plus 3 should assure that the-v are used in such an environment.

Emissions test Comnliance Electromaerletic environment - zuidance
RF emissions

CiSPR 11

Group 1

Retinomax 3. Retinomax K-plus 3 uses RF energl'only for
its internal function. Therefore, its RF emissions are very
low and are not likely to cause any interference in nearby
electronic equipment.

RF emissions

CISPR 11

Class B
Retinomax 3, Retinomax K-p1us 3 are suitable for use in all establish
ments. including domestic establishments and those directly connecte

d to the public low-voltage power supply
network that supplies buildings used for domestic purposes.Harmonic emrssrons

IEC 61000-3-2
Class A

Voltage fluctuations/Flic
ker emissions

IEC 61000-3-3

Complies

Guidance and manufacturer's declaration - electromagnetic im
Retinomax 3. Retinon
r the Retinomax 3. R

u" X-ptr" 3 are intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified belou'. The customer o

,linomax K-plus 3 should assure thqt rhel are used in

Immunity test IEC 60601 test level Compliance level Electromagnetic
environment - zuidance

Electrostatic
Discharge(ESD)

IEC 61000-4-2

:r(2,4,6)kV contact
+(2.4.8)kV air

t(2.4.6)kV contact
-(2.4.8)kV air

Floors should be wood, concrete
or ceramic tile. If floors are
covered with synthetic material.
the relative humidity should be
at least 309i,.

Electrical fast
Transient/burst

IEC 61000-4-4

+2 kV for power supply lines

:I kV for inpur/output lines

+2 kV for power supply lines

+1 kV for inpuUoutput lines

Mains power quality should be

that of a typical commercial or
hospital environment.

Surge

IEC 61000-4-5

+ 1 kV differential mode

' 2 kV common mode

+ 1 kV differentiai mode

= 2 kV common mode

Mains power quaiity should be

that of a typical commercial or
hospital environment.

Voltage dips. short
interruptions and v
oltage variatrons on
power supply inpu

t lines

IEC 61000-4-11

< 5 o/o [Jl
(>95 7; dip in UT)
For 0,5 cycle

40 o/o L/l
(60 7" dip in a,T)
For 5 cvcles

70%m
(30 % dip in r,T)
For 25 cycles

<5 oh Lfl
(>95 % dlp in t/T)

<-D%Ul
(>95 o/o dip in aT)
for (r-5 cvcle

40 96 Ln
(60 % dip in a,T)
For 5 cycles

'i0 % LlT
(30 % dip in r,T)
For 25 cycies

<5 % Lll
(>95 70 dip in LT)

Mains power quality should be
that of a t-vpical commercial or
hospital environment. If the user
of the Retinomax 3, Retinomax

K-plus 3 requires continued
operation during power mains int
erruptions, lt is recommended
that the Retinomax 3, Retinomax
K-plus 3 be powered from an

uninterruptible power supply or
a batterv

Power frequency

(50i60 Hz)
Magnetic field

IEC 61000-4-8

3 AJm 3 A"/m

Power frequency magnetic fields
should be at levels characteristlc
of a tlpical location in a tlPicai
commercial or hospital

environment.

tlOtn fn is the a.c. mains voltage prior to applicatio4 of the test level'
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Guidance and manufacturer's declaration - electromagq$lp l44u44y
Retinomax 3. Retinomax K-plus 3 are intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below. The customer o

r the user of Retinomax 3. Retinomax K-plus 3 should assure thqt the): qre used in such an environment.

Immunity test IEC 60601 test level Compliance level Electromagnetic
Environment-guidance

Conducted RF
IEC 61000-4-6

Radiated RF
IEC 61000-4-3

3 Vrms
150 kHz to 80 N{Hz

3 V/m
80 MHz to 2.5 GHz

3 Vrms

3 V/m

Poftable and mobile RF communications equipment
Should be used no cioser to an!' part of Retinomax
3. Retinomax K-plus 3 rnciuding cables. than the

recommended separation distance calculated from t
he equation applicable to the frequencv of the tran
smitter.

Recommended separation tlistance

d =1,24 P

d = l,2JF 8o MHz to 8oo MHz

d :23JF 8oo MHz to 2.5 GHz

Where P is the maximum output power ratrng of
The transmitter in watts (W) according to the tran
smitter manufacturer and d is the recommended se

paration distance in meters(m).

Field strengghs from fixed RF transmitters. as
Determined by an electromagnetic site surve1,.

" should be less than the compliance level in each
frpnrrencv ranqp b

Interference malr' occur in the vicinity of equipment
Marked with the following sl.mbol:

fdr. rltt

I
NOTE 1 At 80 MHz and 800 MHz. the higher frequencl' range applies.
NOTE 2 These guidelines may not appl5' in all situations. Electromagnetic propagation is affected b1' absorption and

tion from structures. obiects and people.
reflec

Freld strengths from fixed transnitters. such as base stations for radio (celiularicordless telephones and land mobile
radios. amateur radio. AM and FM radio broadcast and TV broadcast cannot be predicted theoretically u'ith accurac5'.

To assess the electromagnetic environment due to fixed RF transmitters. an electromagnetic site sunel' should be

considered. If the measured field strength in the location in u'hich Retinomax 3, Retinomax K-plus 3 .....used exceeds

the appticable RF compliance level above. Retinomax 3, Retinomati K-p1us 3 should be observed to .....verify normal
operation. If abnormal performance is observed. additional measures may be

.necessar),', such as reorienting or relocating Retinomax 3, Retinomax K'plus 3.

Over the freouencv ranee 150 kHz to 80 MHz. field strensths should be less than 3 Vlm.

Recommended separation distances between portable and mobile RF commurrications equipment and the
Retinomax 3. Retilomax K-plus 3

The Retinomax 3, Retinomax K'pius 3 is intended for use in an electromagnetic environment in whrch radrated RF
disturbances are controlled. The customer or the user of the Retinomax 3. Retinomu K-plus 3 can help prevent

electromagnetic interference by maintaining a minimum distance between portable and mobile RF communications
equipment(trans miters)and the Retinomax 3, Retinomax K-p1us 3 as recommended below. according to the maximum
output Dower of the communicatlons equipment.
fi,gf,gd 6ayimu6 output power of transmitter

w
Separation distance according to frequeney of transmitter

m
150kHz to 80\{Hz 80MHz to 800XtHz 800MHz to 2.5H2

0.01 0.12 0.12 0.23

0.1 0.38 0.38 0.73

1.2 1.2 2.3

10 3.8 3.8 i.3
100 72 72

F* tru." -it""s rated at a maximum output power not iisted above. the recommended separation distance d in
meters'(m) can be estimated using the equation apphcable to the frequency of the transmitter. where P is the maximum o

utput power rating of the transmitter in watts(W) according to the transmitter manufacturer
NOTE 1 At 800MHz and 800MHz, the separation distance for the higher frequency'range applies.

NOTE 2 these guidelines may not apply in all situations. Electromagnetic propagation is affected by absorption and

Reflcctton from structureo. obiects and people
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